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AMIRIDIS MAKES
LONG JOURNEY
TO USC PROVOST

Welcome Week
Weather
TODAY

HIGH 86°

Academic affairs VP discusses experiences,
growth of University during tenure

SATURDAY

Liz Segrist
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HIGH 85°

SUNDAY
HIGH 86°
Hannah Carroll / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

MONDAY

The new Honors Residence Hall will house more than 500 first-years and upperclassmen.

HIGH 86°

TUESDAY
HIGH 92°

WEDNESDAY
HIGH 92°

Construction finished
on Honors Residence
Newest dorm receives occupancy
certificate, ready for move-in

Inside

Katie Jones

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

SPORTS

Who is ready for Carolina
football? Check out
how the freshmen and
fellow Gamecocks are
measuring up for the fall.

THE MIX

Honor s Re s ide nc e , USC ’s ne we s t
residence hall, is complete after receiving
its certificate of occupancy July 30.
T he Honor s Re sidence w i l l hou se
more t h a n 50 0 s t udent s of v a r y i ng
classes. Most of the students are from the
Honors College, but it will also house the
Magellan Scholars and Music learning
communities.
University Housing Director Kirsten
Kennedy said she’s pleased with the newest
residence hall and thinks residents will be,
too.
“It’s gorgeous. It’s really amazing. The
fi nishes are wonderful. I think [residents]
are going to be excited to be t here,”
Kennedy said. “It’s a new place and it has a
real academic focus to it.”
The Honors Residence is not without
tribute to the Towers, which stood in the
same location, Kennedy said.
“When you walk in what’s considered
the front entrance to the building, there’s
k ind of an homage to the Towers that
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A new cafeteria and coffee shop will open
in the new Honors Residence Hall.
were there before the Honors Residence.
It’s just kind of neat,” Kennedy said. “The
veil block that was outside the old Towers
— we salvaged part of that and it’s on the
inside. There will be some glass panels
in there to honor the Towers that were
HONORS ● 11A
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Alcohol use affects entire campus
Students, faculty discuss
consequences of drinking
among 18- to 24-year-olds
Check out what’s in,
what’s out and what you
should be wearing as you
make your way around
campus this fall.

See page 4B

VIEWPOINTS
Columnist
Bobby
Sutton
offers
different
advice:
have fun,
make
mistakes
and enjoy
the ride.

BOBBY
SUTTON
Fourth-year
media arts
student

See page 8A

Michael A miridis has come a long way from his
homeland in northern Greece to the University of South
Carolina where he was recently named the University’s
academic affairs vice president and provost.
After a two-month internal search between Amiridis,
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Mary Anne Fitzpatrick
and South Carolina Honors College Dean Davis Baird,
Amiridis was chosen for the University’s top academic
post and will begin Aug. 15.
“Of course I feel both nervous and excited moving
from chairman to dean to provost, but it is great to keep
learning more and more and to help people,” Amiridis
said.
A miridis has seen the universit y transform from
an original teaching school to a national researching
university during the last 15 years. But what impresses
him the most is the University’s change “without losing
our soul.”
“The students and the sense of family and the sense of
a small group that this university always had continued
to be like this during these changes,” Amiridis said. “It
has been very exciting living through this transformation
while managing to maintain these core values.”
Amiridis has served the university for the past 15 years
initially as a chemical engineering assistant professor.
He then became the chemical engineering department
chairman and the College of Engineering and Computing
dean before taking on the provost position.
Peggy Breeland, an administrative assistant in the
College of Engineering and Computing dean’s office,
worked with Amiridis for the past three years and said she
thinks his new position is excellent.
“It’s a great challenge for him and a great opportunity

Graduate students
could get own senate
SG to consider new
bicameral structure
after year of debate

Liz Segrist

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

A lcohol is a major topic
for many college students
across the nation, whether it
concerns Friday night plans or
new regulations. Regardless
of whether a college-aged
student drinks on a regular
basis or ra rely or never,
alcohol has the potential to
affect everyone.
A recent study conducted
by the National Instit ute
on A lcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism released in June
was found that the rate of
alcohol-related deaths for
college-aged students rose
and that drinking habits and
driving habits did not differ
much between young adults
who attended college and
those who didn’t.
Researchers multiplied the
Census Bureau’s number of
18- to 24-year-olds in the U.S.
by the estimated percentage of
alcohol-related deaths of the
same age group, as reported
by 331 medical exam iner
studies. The result was then

Provost and Vice President of Accademic Affairs
Michael Amiridis prepares to take on his new position.

Josh Dawsey
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Firefox Bar and Grill near Bower Parkway is one of many
places Columbia college-aged persons go to drink.
multiplied by 30 percent since
three-tenths of the age group
attend college, revealing some
shocking results.
The number of alcoholrelated unintentional injury

deaths among college-aged
students between 18 and 24
rose from 1,440 in 1998 to
1,825 in 2005, according to
the study. These deaths were
ALCOHOL ● 2A

St udent G over n ment
of f ic i a l s s a y ide a s a r e
in the works to create a
bicameral Student Senate
that would give graduate
students equal power in
making policy.
If all goes according to
plan, a bicameral student
gover n ment — w it h
one house represent ing
u n d e r g r a d u a t e
st udents and one house
r e p r e s e nt i n g g r a d u at e
s t ude nt s — s hou ld b e
set i n place before SG
elections next spring.
But it’s not a sure thing,
said SG Vice President
A lex Stroman. The
requirement would change
the SG constitution, and
that’s not something that
happens often.
“The committee hasn’t

met yet,” Stroman said.
“There are no pla ns.
T here a re ideas. A nd
ultimately it has to pass
the committee. This is a
long process with a lot of
hurdles to go through.”
Va r i o u s p r o b l e m s
plagued graduate student
representation in the past,
said Sen. Ben Bullock, a
fi rst-year graduate student
studying social work and
public administration.
“One of t he concerns
we had in getting graduate
students involved in the
current system is that the
Student Senate meets at
5:30 [p.m.] on Wednesday,
a very bad time for most
grad students, and doesn’t
t a c k le i s s u e s o n t he i r
radar,” Bullock said. “A
separate graduate house
w o u ld a l l o w g r a d u at e
st udent s a leg islat ive
vehicle that they can tailor
to their needs.”
I n t he past, g raduate
st udent s were a l lot ted
seat s i n t he St udent
SENATE ● 2A
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Crime Report
Cost: $825
Reporting officer: William Jones

JULY 26
Burglary, petit larceny, 6 p.m,
1217 De vine St., E ar th an d Wate r Sc iences
Building
Someone broke into a classroom and removed a
stereo
receiver, a DVD/ VCR player and an audio cable
from a locked cabinet. The cabinet had been forced
open and the front glass panel had been broken out.
Cost: $260
Reporting officer: Radcliffe Vaughan

JULY 27

Grand larceny, 12:30 p.m.
315 Main St.
The victim’s moped was stolen from a park ing
Petit larceny, burglary, 9:35 a.m.
space in t he rear park ing lot of t he Swearingen
315 Main St.
The victim said someone pried open his office Engineering Building.
Cost: $1,395
door and removed a key from a key box on the wall
Reporting officer: Radcliffe Vaughan
inside his office. He said the key box was secure
when the key was stolen and the box had not been
Malicious injury to real property, 2:30 p.m.
forced into.
300 Main St.
Cost: $2
S o m e o n e at t e m p t e d t o b r e a k i nt o a n o t h e r
Reporting officer: William Jones
laboratory at the Swearingen Engineering Building.
Nothing was stolen but the door was damaged.
Petit larceny, 9:45 a.m.
Cost: $50
1329 Wheat St.
Reporting officer: William Jones
The victim said her bike gloves and helmet were
stolen from a hook in the women’s locker room.
Cost: $70
Reporting officer: Joseph Woodfin

Burglary 4:50 a.m.
JULY 28
Petit larceny, 10:45 a.m.
300 Main St.
1322 Greene St.
Someone tried to gain entr y into a laborator y
Larceny of bicycle, 10:15 a.m.
The victim has his wallet and cell phone stolen
at the College of Engineering. The doors to the
918 Barnwell St.
lab had several pry marks near the locking handle from on top of a desk after her brief ly left the area.
The victim said her secured bike was removed
Cost: $430
and locking mechanism. No items were reported
from a rack outside Columbia Hall. She said the
Reporting officer: Joseph Woodfin
missing.
cable lock used to secure her bike was found on the
Cost: $500
ground.
Burglary, 11 a.m.
Reporting officer: Bryan Simon
Cost: $150
300 Main St.
Reporting officer: Joseph Woodfin
S o m e o n e t r ie d t o g a i n e nt r y i nt o a n o t h e r
Burglary, petit larceny, 8 a.m.
laboratory at the College of Engineering. The doors
1112 Greene St., Law Center
Someone broke into the victim’s office and stole to the lab had several pry marks near the locking
a pushcart containing 15 different law textbooks. handle and lock ing mechanism. Not items were
The cart was later found by a fellow employee in reported missing.
Cost: $1,000
the second f loor female restroom, after she put out
Reporting officer: Kelly Morgan
an e-mail saying the cart and books were missing.

ALCOHOL ● Continued from 1A
either caused by binge drinking, drunk driving or
accidents caused from drinking in excess.
One USC media arts alum said she feels
many college-aged people might drink and drive
because they trust themselves behind the wheel
even under the influence, or possibly because they
underestimate their level of inebriation. However,
she does think this age group can drink within
reason.
“I do think it’s possible for 18- to 24-year-olds
to party most nights and live to tell about it,”
Jessica Smith said. “I’m sure plenty of people don’t
remember nights from college years and turn into
successful people, but things do have a way of
catching up to us.”
GAMMA President Ndidi Ekpenuma said
the restrictions imposed on students, such as
dry dorms or the drinking age, sometimes yield
opposite results of what the rules are intended for.
“Many feel the need to consume quickly in a
short amount of time instead of spacing drinks,”
Ekpenuma, a fourth-year visual communications
student, said. “They feel the need to get it in all
at once because they have a small window where
they supposedly won’t get caught, so they’ll feel
good the rest of the night.”
That doesn’t mean she wants to get rid of the
rules, but rather to raise awareness and educate
college-age students on the potential dangers
of alcohol abuse. She said she believes collegeage students are completely capable of drinking
responsibly. But they need to plan in order to do
this, such as ensuring a designated driver for the
night, she said.
An analysis of college students’ drinking habits
and driving habits versus non-college students
found college students tend to drink more
and drive under the influence just as much as
those who are the same age but not in college.

Researchers therefore concluded that college
students suffered alcohol-related deaths as often as
non-college students of the same age.
Smith said she was surprised alcohol-related
deaths occur in college students as often as noncollege students since college is a “more controlled
environment as far as partying goes.” But, she said
it’s not about the setting, but more so the age of
people and the amount of drinking.
“Whether you’re in a party setting at college
or a party setting outside of college, everyone is
still in the same age group and people do the same
stuff,” Smith said.
Binge drinking could stem from a plethora
of reasons for college students, said Darrel
Schaver, a licensed counselor at the Columbia
Counseling Center. It could stem from peer
pressure, school stress, depression, family issues,
a sign of adulthood or an attempt to express new
found freedom.
Binge drinking due to peer pressure is most
likely more present in freshmen and sophomores.
“College is exciting but the students tend to
leave behind a lot of familiar support systems,”
which could result in binge drinking, Schaver said.
Many juniors and seniors continue to binge
drink, but are more likely to do so as a way to relax
and have fun as a part of their social system, rather
than drinking as a source of pressure, Schaver
said.
Education and learning by observation is key to
preventing the dangers of binge drinking. Schaver
said the more consequences of negative drinking
behaviors that are shown to college students,
the better the chances will be to prevent binge
drinking for at least a portion of the students.

Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu

Access your future... LSAT | GRE | GMAT | SAT | ACT
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

The only Test Prep program sponsored by USC

Fall 2009 Test Prep Event Schedule
GRE Exam Prep:
Evenings:
Oct. 13 - Nov. 5— 6:00–9:00 pm
Saturdays:
Sept. 12 - Oct. 17— 8:00 am–Noon

GMAT Exam Prep:
Evenings:
Sept. 8 - Oct. 1— 6:00–9:00 pm
Saturdays:
Oct. 24 - Dec. 5—8:00 am–Noon

Convenient campus location
Expert Instructors
Affordable rates
Proven Results

LSAT Exam Prep:
Evenings:
Aug. 25 - Sept. 24—6:30–9:30 pm
Oct. 19 - Nov. 18—6:30–9:30 pm
Saturdays:
Oct. 03 - Nov. 14—8:00 am–12:30 pm

Free Strategy Workshops:
GRE: Sept. 3 — 6:00–7:30 pm
LSAT: Sept. 23—6:00–7:30 pm
GMAT: Oct. 6—6:00–7:00 pm

Web: SAEU.SC.edu/testing
Phone: 803-777-9444
Email: testprep@mailbox.sc.edu

SENATE ● Continued from 1A
Senate. But the number of seats was
greatly disproportional to the number of
graduate students enrolled at the university,
leaders supporting the plan say.
“While three of the professional schools have
permanent guaranteed members of the senate,
the rest of the graduate student population has
to run for seats against undergraduates,” said
Alan Tauber, president of the Graduate Student
Association. “More guaranteed seats in the
senate is a prerequisite to fair representation
of graduate student interests in Student
Government.”
Because they felt underrepresented some
graduate students, including former GSA
President Reed Curtis, proposed a completely
separate graduate student government.
A group of SG officials, led by former
Constitutional Council Chief Justice Cassidy
Evans, formed a committee in February to look
at the problem and keep SG together.
“While the Graduate Student Association
had initially proposed an entirely separate
government, the compromise that is being
discussed is a bicameral chamber,” Tauber said.
“That is the goal I believe we’re all working
toward.”
Bullock, a member of the committee, said
that under the current proposal being looked
at by a special committee of graduate and
undergraduate students, graduate students
would elect their own senators and a vice
president.
A separate meeting of the undergraduate
Student Senate would happen at a different
time, and bills would have to be passed by both
bodies. There will still be one student body
president.
The proposal is still in the works, and details
and specifics could very well change in the

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Graduate Student Association President
Alan Tauber addresses the Student Senate
during Spring 2009.
future, officials near the discussions say.
“I think the favorite possible solution in
discussion at this point has been the formation
of a second legislative house specifically for
graduate students,” SG President Meredith
Ross, a fourth-year political science student,
said. “We are still in the early stages of this,
however.”
Tauber said he’s heard good things about the
plan so far.
“The graduate students I’ve discussed it with
also seem to be generally supportive, but I think
everyone wants to see the final product that the
committee comes up with before making any
firm commitments.”
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu
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SG officers plan for upcoming year
President, VP, Treasurer
discuss possible new policies
Josh Dawsey

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

T he t h ree top posit ions i n
Student Government — student
body president, vice president and
treasurer — often set the tone and
agenda for the year.
T he se t h ree leader s c reate
c o m m it t e e s , i n it i at i v e s a n d
programs for Student Government
throughout the year and often have
a lot of unofficial power outside of
their traditional responsibilities.
T hough t he y m ay not h ave
official voting power in the senate
chambers, through lobbying with
senators, they often have a direct
role in policy decisions.
All three officers will discuss
specific policies for hours if asked,
but a few broad, reaching goals are
most crucial, they say.
“I would like to see Student
Government open our doors a little
wider,” said SG President Meredith
Ross, a fourth-year political science
st udent . “ I t h i n k somet i me s
s t ude nt s g et t he i mpr e s s ion
we’re a little exclusive and aren’t
comfortable coming to us with
concerns. That’s the exact opposite
of what we would like to be. My

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Student Government President Meredith Ross and SG Vice President Alex Stroman discuss the upcoming
year in the Russell House after the last spring’s student body elections.
door is always open.”
In the current financial situation,
all three members agree that money
will be tight as budget cuts have

already made their impacts clear to
students. This summer, Ross said
SG analyzed the cost efficiency of
Cocky’s Caravan and the newspaper

Opportunity knocks
at part-time job fair
Thirty organizations
to attend, promote
student employment
Katie Jones

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Opportunity Knocks
Part-Time Job Fair, the first
of its kind at USC, will take
place Aug. 19 in the Russell
House ballroom from noon
to 3 p.m.
The job fair is designed for
students who are interested
in working part-time jobs or
work study jobs on or near
campus during the semester.
“This event was developed
a nd desig ned to prov ide
opportunities to students
for part-time jobs, off- and
on-campus, work study and
non-work st udy jobs for
students,” said USC Career
Center director Thomas
Halasz. “We felt, particularly
this year, that some of our
students may have a greater
need for employment.”
H a la sz e st i mated t hat
t here w i l l be a rou nd 30
organizations attending the
job fair. He also said that
since this is the first parttime job fair ever at USC, he
was hesitant to estimate how
many organizations would
attend.
“A s a f irst-t ime event,

we’re really pleased with that
number,” he said.
Halasz said that during
orientation this year that
there was a high interest of
students and parents for parttime student employment.
Halasz said t hat ot her
universities have done parttime job fairs.
“They are unique, but not
uncommon,” he said.
P r ior t o t he job f a i r,
t here w il l be work shops
on resume and cover letter
writing, choosing a major,
finding part-time jobs and
internships and career fair
preparation.
Erica Lake, employment
relations assistant director,
sa id t hat t he work shops
scheduled before the career
fair are designed to help
students prepare for both the
career fair and for long term.
“T hey ’l l prov ide t he
students information about
prepa rat ion,” La ke sa id.
“While this is a part-time
job fair, the students still
need to work on their skills
with interviewing because,
we hope, employers after
meeting with students at the
fair will begin interviewing
them and students will need
a resume.”
La ke a nd Ha lasz bot h
stressed the need for gaining
experience outside of the
classroom.

“This fits into our general
approach of encouraging
students to gain experience.
Our primar y concern
here is that students who
need employ ment get
employment,” Halasz said.
JOB FAIR ● 7

Aug. 19
Part-time Job Fair
Schedule of the Day:
9:45 a.m.
Choosing A M ajor
Wo r k s h o p, Ru s s e l l
House Room 203
Re sum e Writin g
Wo r k s h o p, Ru s s e l l
House Room 205
10:15 a.m.
Finding Part-Time Jobs
and Internships, Russell
House Room 203
C a r e e r
Fa i r
Preparation Workshop,
Russell House Room 205
10:45 a.m.
Choosing A M ajor
Wo r k s h o p, Ru s s e l l
House Room 203

exchange program that provides
students copies of daily newspapers
such as The State and USA Today
on campus free of charge. Through

careful consideration on behalf of
each program, SG was able to keep
both by allowing for minor cuts on
each end.
Alex Stroman, SG vice president
and a third-year political science
student, said he’s hoping SG does
a better job of advocating its policy
making role in discussions with
campus leaders.
“Student Government has a seat
at the table with President [Harris]
Pastides and members of the Board
of Trustees in advocating for fiscal
responsibilit y,” he said. “A nd I
think the students benefit from
having this voice.”
SG Treasurer Ebbie Yazdani,
a third-year economics student,
hopes to i mplement a new
fundraising book that helps student
organizations raise money. He has
spent the summer working on and
developing the project, though
he has faced criticism from some
administration.
“A lot of administrators don’t
feel that students are capable of
alternative fundraising and that
such methods go over their heads,”
Yazdani said. “It is in this case
that administrators and I disagree
often. Administrators should be
more receptive to how engaged our
student organizations are.”
C omm ents on this st or y? E -mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

PROVOST ● Continued from 1A
for t he u niversit y to excel u nder his
leadership,” Breeland said.
A lt hough he sa id he w ill m iss t he
interaction between the students and the
teacher in the classrooms, his new position
will open doors and affect more people.
“You have the opportunity [as provost]
to make some changes and facilitate some
processes that you don’t have as a faculty
member, and hopefully you do it right
and make things better for everybody,”
Amiridis said.
Amiridis has many plans already set in
motion, but there are a few specific goals he
hopes to implement that will directly affect
the students.
Amiridis hopes to encourage studying
abroad and to increase the international
curriculum. He believes it would greatly
benefit students to have international
students at USC and to have students here
study abroad. For instance, he said having a
student from the Middle East in a political
science class could benefit the entire class.
“I want to push our students away from
their comfort zone and have them go out
and experience something completely
different,” he said. “I firmly believe the
world is changing and the students want
the world to change with less restrictions
and borders between countries.”
A miridis said he wants to continue
ex panding t he st udent body and t he
opportunities for students for the entire
USC system. He wants to launch initiatives
and take advantage of technolog y on
campuses.
“If you hear a student say they had the
same wonderful experience that their mom
and dad had 50 years ago, that is not a
good thing,” A miridis said. “We want
it to be better and to take advantage of
innovating ways of teaching and using all

Courtesy of Michael Amiridis

Provost Armidis was named high school
valedictorian his 1980 class.
the technology we can use.”
Amiridis wants the university to engage
the community and the state in which
it presides in, which includes all faculty
members and students getting involved
i n lea r n i ng ex per iences a nd ser v ice
opportunities outside of the classroom.
“I think USC is one of the greatest assets
that this state has and the more we do
to engage the community surrounding
us, the more we help people in the state
understand us and support us,” he said.
With the stimulus money coming into
the state, the possibility of budget cuts
is projected to be much smaller than the
dramatic changes of last year. Amiridis said
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu

Re sum e Writin g
Wo r k s h o p, Ru s s e l l
House Room 205
11:15a.m.
Finding Part-Time Jobs
and Internships, Russell
House Room 203
C a r e e r
Fa i r
Preparation Workshop,
Russell House Room 205
Noon - 3 p.m.
Opportunity Knocks
Pa r t - T i m e J o b F a i r,
Russell House Ballroom

Preston Evans / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Provost Amiridis spent the summer preparing for a big change in his University
responsibilties. Friend Richard Poole (right) congratulates Arimidis on his position.
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Independent Learning
allows students to work
at own pace off campus
Online classes offer
opportunity for education
in nontraditional form
Haley Dreis

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

T he I nter net is g iv i ng
st udent s more ac c e s s to
learning than ever before. And
now, many universities are
offering students the option
of taking courses and earning
degrees online.
USC provides a distance
education program through
the Independent Learning
office, offering courses from
history to music. Independent
learning courses are selfpaced, independent st udy
classes that students may take
for academic credit.
Independent Learning, part
of the USC undergraduate
program, is a program
designed for students who
de s i re s ome f re e dom i n
selecting courses, who are
look i ng to supplement
their schedules, who have
scheduling conflicts and who
are self-motivated to learn
independently.
Clay ton Copeland, a
current USC doctoral student,
completed her Master’s degree
in the School of Library and
Information Science solely
t hrough USC distance
education. She said she was
able to complete her degree
in one year while living in
Beaufort with the help of
dedicated professors and a
flexible work schedule.
“ I h ad a ver y p o sit ive
experience,” Copeland said.
“The faculty and staff made it
such a positive and enriching
experience... the fact that they
were so willing to help every
student.”
Kimberly South, University
Technology Services public
r e l at io n s c o o r d i n at o r,
s a id t h at m a ny d i st a nc e
education students tend to
be “nontraditional” (students
with obligations preventing
t hem f rom lea r n i ng i n a
classroom), more t han 25
years old, employed, former
college students and highly
motivated.
“Successf ul distance
learners are self-motivators
who do not require regular
reminders from the instructor
or their classmates in order to
meet deadlines,” South said.
“They have the discipline to
establish regular study habits
during the week and can plan
and implement long-term
projects.”
The program offers flexible
learning options for students.
And some students learn more
effectively with the access to
Internet tools, such as chat
rooms, streaming video and
discussion boards.
For Clayton, the online
experience sharpened
technology skills that she will
be able to utilize when she
becomes a professor of Library
and Information Science.
“I plan to become a
professor of Librar y a nd
Information Science and teach
courses online,” Copeland
said. “I feel that it gave me a
benefit and the knowledgebased experience with online
courses.”
Copeland said that other
distance education colleagues
have also spoken highly of the
program.
“This is not somet hing
u n ique — ever y distance
educat ion st udent I’ve

spoken to has had a positive
experience,” Copeland said.
Copeland recommends the
program to students because
it caters an education that can
schedule around student needs
and time commitments.
“It was a wonderful way
to achieve higher levels of
formal education,” Copeland
said. “I felt and still feel that
the integrity and quality of
the program were very much
the same for campus-based
students.”
South said the program
was founded when the state
of South Carolina realized
many years ago that there
were citizens of the state that
needed an alternative way of
taking courses to further their
education.
Ninety percent of students
who enroll in semester-based
distance learning classes at
USC are from South Carolina
and the median age is 27.
Many military students enroll
in order to f u r t her t heir
education while serving the
country, and some students
enroll in distance courses
while they are away during
the summer.
According to Sout h,
most research indicates that
students who apply themselves
in a distance class learn as
effectively as students who
have traditional instruction.
Rudy Mancke, a distance
education professor in the
School of Env ironmental
Science, at first doubted that
his online course in Natural
Histor y of S.C. would be
effective, but he said after 6
years that the program “does
seem to work really well.”
“It’s never as good as being
in-class or physically on a field
trip,” Mancke admitted. “But
it’s good for lots of people who
can’t take a lab as some might
be able to.”
Ma ncke desig ned t he
course as a way to reach a
larger number of students.
“The online course has
given me an opportunity to
get things across to students
even when they’re away from
campus,” Mancke said. “It’s
good for lots of people who
can’t take a lab as some people
might be able to on-campus.”
Benefits of the program
include t he f lex ibilit y to
view courses and work on
assig n ment s ( helpf u l for
students with a demanding
schedule), access to faculty
a nd l ibr a r y re sou rce s at
institutions across the country
and enrollment to a fullyaccredited institution at USC.
The downside is that you
have to keep up wit h t he
work on your own. But selfdisciplined students have up
to one year to complete most
undergraduate courses.
Graduate degree programs
are also offered through the
Colleges of Arts and Sciences,
E ducat ion, Eng i neer i ng,
Mass Communication and
Information Studies, Nursing,
Social Work, Moore School of
Business, Norman J. Arnold
School of Public Healt h,
Medicine and Hospitalit y,
Retail and Sport Management.
“These are all programs
t hat bet ter ou r state and
better our students,” South
said. “These allow working
professionals in our state to
advance their education.”
Yo u c a n l e a r n m o r e
information about
I ndependent Learn ing at
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu
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Rising textbook costs take
toll on students at bookstore
Publishers raise prices in response
to recession despite complaints
Sierra Kelly

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

As the economy continues in this
recession, prices for textbooks are
still on the rise as students search for
cheaper outlets for textbooks.
A ndy Shaffer, general manager
of the Universit y Bookstore , said
the store has seen more students
sell back their books, resulting in a
record number of used books on the
shelves for the fall semester.
“ T he s e u s e d b o ok s s a v e ou r
st udents 25 percent of f t he cost
of new books,” Shaffer said. “We
have also seen an increase in online
textbook orders for in-store pickup,
b e c au s e m a n y of ou r s t ude nt s
understand that in order to get the
most used books and save money,
you need to order or shop early.”
Shaffer said the retail prices of
textbooks are set by publishers.
“Again, shop early to save the most
money, and then be sure to sell the
book back immediately after the
fi nal,” Schaffer said. “A student can
actually save over 62 percent when
they buy a used book, and then sell
it back at the end of the semester for
use in the following semester.”
Jamie Schumacher, a third-year
accounting and fi nance student , said
textbooks rarely seem wort h t he
money spent on them.
“I feel like they’re expensive for
how much use you get out of it,”
Schumacher said. “A lot of the time
you don’t even use the textbooks. I
just pay a couple hundred dollars and
it just sits there. When you go to sell
it back they only give you like $30.
Maybe they could do it online.”
Schumacher said she often finds
textbooks available online for her to
use at cheaper prices.
“I think they could f ind a way
to do it online,” Schumacher said.
“I’ve done it that way and I like it.
The only difference is being able to
highlight and go through and read
it would be harder. Maybe if they
didn’t have all hardback books, if
they made paperback. I’ve done it
through BarnesandNobles.com. You
can get it for cheaper online.”
M ikayla Sharpe, a fourt h-year
p u b l i c r e l a t i o n s s t u d e nt , s a i d
although she has not been keeping
up with prices, she knows textbook
prices are always “crazy high.”
“It’s really frustrating when a class
asks for five books,” Sharpe said. “A

David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Third-year biology student Lauren Arcomone from Anderson searches
through the S.C. Bookstore shelves for her BIO 302 textbook.
lot of times you can fi nd those books
really cheap. I think if I were to give
any advice, there’s Half.com and
different Web sites that are really
good about getting cheap books. It
is also annoying when a teacher asks
you to buy a brand new book..”
Sh a r p e s a id she t h i n k s s ome
professors are aware of expensive
textbooks and are tr ying to help
students out. She said it’s just really
tough in general to drop $500 in a
day for books.
“During the recession, I know I
had a professor who was aware of
that and he made a bunch of copies
and we had to go and buy an $11
f lipbook, which I t hink is really

helpful,” she said.
Je e h a n Ya s i n , a r e c e nt US C
graduate, said even in the recession
book prices will always go up.
“It was especially rough this year
due to the whole recession thing
and everyone was cutting back on
hours,” Yasin said. “A lot of the hours
that I worked went toward my books
and tuition. What I usually did was I
would always get my books from the
Russell House at the beginning of
the semester. It seems like the prices
have gone up and it has been really
hard keeping up with it.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu
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Interested in working
for
Daily Gamecock
The

?

We are hiring for the
following positions:

Public Relations Director,
Viewpoints Editor and
Editorial Cartoonists
Jason Steelman / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Members of Kappa Kappa Gamma and Phi Sigma Kappa accompany their float during the 2006 Homecoming Parade.

If interested contact Amanda Davis at
gamecockeditor@sc.edu

Homecoming classics make comeback
Favorites including
float building
to return in 2009
Cassity Brewer

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Homecoming will
k ick off t his year wit h a
new naut ical t heme a nd
t he rev iva l of some old
traditions.
Familiar favorites such
as Spurs & Struts, Canned
C reat ion s a nd t he step
show are st ill scheduled
throughout the week, but
t his year’s Homecoming

THE BIGGEST & NEWEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE
Where:
Russell House
University Union
2nd Floor Lobby
When:
Mon. Aug. 24 thru Fri. Aug. 28
Time:
9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Sponsor:
Russell House
University Union

C om m it tee is br i ng i ng
back two parts of
Homecoming that haven’t
been seen since 2006: the
Cockfest pep rally and the
float parade.
“ T h e w e e k ’s e v e n t s
have always been at t he
committee’s discretion, and
this year we felt the need to
add these to our schedule
of event s,” sa id Con n ie
Floyd, homecoming
commissioner. “Cockfest
w a s b r o u g ht b a c k t h i s
yea r a s a not her way to
keep students pumped up
throughout Homecoming
Week.”
Cockfest is a pep rally
t h at w i l l t a k e pl a c e at
Williams-Brice Stadium
near t he end of t he
Homecoming Week, slated
for Oct. 18—24.
We saw how much not
having the event last year
af fec ted u s, a nd hav i ng
Cockfest as an end to the
week pep rally is crucial,”
Floyd said.
B e c k a
N e a r y,
coordinator for St udent
Organizat ions , said t his
year’s Cockfest will be a
new-and-improved version
of what it was in 2006.
“It used to be pretty long
because the organizations
d id s k it s at t he r a l l y,”
Neary said. “It had a lack of
participation.”
Nea r y sa id t here w i l l
be no sk its this year and
C o c k f e s t w i l l b e mo r e
of a pep rally for t he
homecoming game against
Vanderbilt.
In addition to Cockfest,
f loat bu i ld i ng w i l l t a ke
place t hroughout t he
week in anticipation for a
Friday af ternoon parade
along Greene Street. With

a route that goes in front
of the Russell House and
Longstreet Theatre, t he
Homecoming Committee
hopes to inspire a higher
level of participation.
“Last year we did 3-D
display bu ilds t hat were
at Davis Field all week,”
Floyd said. “We decided
to bring back the parade
to attract more attention
from communities other
than just USC students and
faculty.”
The f irst t hree nights
of Homecom i ng Week ,
there will be float building
follow ing t he scheduled
events for that night, and
T hu r s d ay e ve n i n g w i l l
feat ure the f loat parade,
which will be judged by a
panel and will contribute
t ow a rd s p oi nt s f or t he
rest of t he homecom ing
competition.
“Floats will be judged on
creativity, originality and
adherence to theme,” Floyd
said.
This year’s theme is “The
Spirit of South Carolina:
Anchors Away.” For anyone
c o n f u s e d b y w h at t h at
mea n s, Nea r y spec if ie s
that The Spirit of South
Carolina is actually a ship
off the coast of Charleston.
“It’s more a general term
for e ver yone to get on
board and part icipate in
homecoming,” Neary said.
“And it gives it more of a
nautical feel.”
F loyd added t h at t he
theme is the committee’s
way of capturing the spirit
of USC.
“The spirit of Carolina
is different to many and
we w a nt e d t o s e e w h at
d i f ferent org a n i z at ion s
interpret the theme as and

what Carolina means to
them,” she said.
Floyd also gave some tips
for organizations interested
in participating.
“The theme is nautical,
s o t h i n k b o a t s , w a t e r,
nautical flags and whatever
else comes to you,” she said.
Homecoming week
b e g i n s O c t . 18 w i t h
compet it ions and events
every night and ends with
t he Va nderbilt game on
Oct. 24.
It is not officially known
which organizations will
participate yet, and Neary
said organizations are not
required to participate in
all events.
“ Wo r d o n t h e s t r e e t
i s t h at t he G re ek s a nd
St udent G over n ment
and ambassadors w ill
p a r t i c i p a t e a g a i n ,”
Neary said of past active
participants.
Student Government and
Universit y A mbassadors
took first place in
Ho me c o m i n g l a s t y e a r
wh i le Pi K appa A lpha
fraternit y and A lpha Chi
Omega sorority were fi rst
runner ups.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

HOMECOMING
SCHEDULE
2009
10/18
Banner competition

10/19
Kick-off event and
Showcase

10/20
Canned Creations
and float building

10/21
Spurs

and Struts
and float building

10/22
Cockfest and float
building

10/23
Parade and Step
Show

10/24

Most Images Only $7, $8 and $9

Homecoming game
against Vanderbilt
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Don’t forget to pay your
tuition by
5 p.m. August 21
or you will be

$

dropped

from your classes!
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“However, it f its into an
overall focus on emphasizing
experience for students. The
d i f ferenc e i n b e c om i ng
employed and having a long
and difficult job search can
often be whether or not the
student has experience.”
Many of the employers
are USC, such as Housing,
t he Of f ice of St udent
Engagement, Admissions

a nd t he Ca reer C enter.
O f f- c a mpu s employer s
include S.C. Federal Credit
Union, UPS, Kaplan Test
Preparation and Lexington
Medical Center.
“W hile these jobs have
already existed — we didn’t
create these jobs — we felt
that having a centralized
process, a career fair in this
instance, publicly promoting
these opportunities, would

help students,” Halasz said.
“ We ’ r e e x c i t e d a n d
w e t h i n k s t u d e nt s w i l l
recognize that this is a great
opportunity,” he said.
For more informat ion,
v isit ht t p://w w w.sc.edu /
c a r e e r / Fa i r s / P T Jw e b /
student.htm.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu
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University launches casting call for
Gamecock commercial
Calling all Gamecock fans and
friends! The University of South
Carolina is looking for volunteers of
all ages to be crowd extras for a
university commercial that may
air this fall during nationally
televised Carolina games on
ESPN, ESPN2 and CBS.
Production of the commercial
will be held 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Saturday, Aug. 15, at the Strom
Thurmond Wellness and Fitness
Center, South Side Court 123
(southwest corner of Assembly and
Blossom streets.) Wear your best
Gamecock apparel.
All extras will be required to sign
consent forms, which are available
online at www.sc.edu/SECvideo.
Complete the consent form and
bring a signed printout to the shoot,
which will include appearances by
Gamecock cheerleaders, Cocky
and the Carolina Marching Band.
—Source: USC Media Relations
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First-year
experiences
set tone for
college career

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor

AMANDA DAVIS
News Editor

BRAD MAXWELL
Mix Editor

DARREN PRICE

Opportunities to find own
niche on campus plentiful
during Welcome Week
“Yes!” Those three letters
started my experiences as a
Carolinian.
The envelope exclaimed
that I was now a part of a
specia l com mu n it y, t hat
I wo u ld b e j o i n i n g t he
University of South Carolina.
I knew I was getting ready to
enter into a land of changing
o p p o r t u n it i e s a n d n e w
experiences.
After being
accepted,
the check list
of task s to
complete
cont inued to
grow. Submit
SARAH
a deposit, fi nd
HAILE
a room mate,
First-year
s c he d u le a n
print
orientation, go
journalism
to orientation
student
a nd t he l i s t
goes on.
Not to mention trying to
figure out the campus, shop
for bedding and prepare for
new experiences.
First-years are bombarded
with things to do and lots of
information, and although
beginning college has been
an eventful and rewarding
journey, I for one am glad the
time to officially start college
is here.
The summer of waiting
has ended, and you are now a
Carolinian.
So you’ve been waiting for
this time for a while now.
What’s next?
T h i s Welc ome We ek ,
explore the area and get to
know the campus. After all,
this place is where you will be
spending the next four years
of your life.
Get involved. Find
organizations and activities
t hat you want to become
involved in. Whether it be
something you participated
in throughout high school, or
something completely new,
finding a place at Carolina
is so important. Countless
opportunities are offered,
even during this first week,
and in order to make the
experience at Carolina all
it can be, take advantage of
all the ways to get involved.
W hether you attend First
Night Carolina and New
St udent Convoc at ion to
develop a sense of pride in
being a Carolinian and prep
for the upcoming year or
spend an afternoon hanging
out with new friends before
classes begin at the Back to
School Concert hosted by
Carolina Productions, the
chances to discover your new
home are limitless. It is your
job, though, to take advantage
of these opportunities.
Lastly, learn about all that
is Carolina. Take pride in
being a Gamecock, and enjoy
the places and experiences
that unite us as a student
body. Together, we share
favorite locations like the
Horseshoe and WilliamsBrice Stadium. You will have
wonderf ul opport unit ies,
build lifelong friendships
and always remember the
adventures here.
Carolina allows you to
fully customize your college
ex per ience. By get t i ng
involved, you can develop
your own personalized and
individual time here, further
enriching your t ime as a
Carolinian. So as all of the
new students arrive this week,
find ways to get involved and
make Carolina your own.
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KERI GOFF

IN OUR OPINION

THE MAN WHO STOLE THE WORLD

Unconventional advice for newcomers
Don’t be fooled by typical
warnings, what you need
to know is right here
Attention to students
returning to or entering
USC: I ’m s u re you’re
going to
re ad a lot
of columns
in this
We l c o m e
B a c k
i s s ue t h at
dispense
BOBBY
helpful
SUTTON
advice and
Fourth-year
life lessons
media arts
that it
student
w o u l d
behoove
you to take
heed of. But I ’m here
to tell you that, none of
those are as important as
what I am about to write
here. For no real reason
besides I said so.
I am not one who falls
in line and conforms to
trends, but I felt it timely
and appropriate to write a
column in which I reflect
and offer you helpful life
lessons.
Let me begin by saying
that in life you will meet
a lot of people, and from
t he se p eople you w i l l
meet roma nt ic f lames,
antagonists and friends.
From t h is plet hor a of

human contacts I urge
you to choose your
drinking buddies wisely.
I would adv ise against
spending your debauched
hours with anyone whose
personal philosophy is
one of they do not have
to out run the cops, just
t heir slowest f riend. If
you choose to associate
with or believe in this line
of logic, I implore you
to take the appropriate
measures to assure that
you are not the slowest
member of you r social
sphere.
I believe t hat a good
friend will bail you out
of jail after you get into
t rouble, but you r best
friend is the person who
went in t here wit h you
and is sitting right next
to you. Spend your time
with people you trust and
care about and are sure
t hey feel t he sa me for
you.
Secondly, in life you
w il l be g iven mu lt iple
oppor t u n it ies to sh ine
a nd show t he world
just how awesome you
a re . S omet i me s t he s e
moments will strike you
unprepared, and unless
you act quickly you may
fall fl at on your face. So
I offer you this piece of
advice: if you can’t dazzle
t hem w it h br i l l i a nc e ,
baffle them with bullshit.

T he world move s at a
fast pace. Sometimes it
t a kes a bit of c u n n i ng
and bluffi ng to get by. Do
your best to be prepared
for opp or t u n it y when
it comes a-k nock ing ( I
assume that’s one of the
reasons why you enrolled
into higher education) but
if it catches you unaware,
use your wit and make the
best of the situation.
In conclusion,
rememb er t h at l i f e i s
pretty much the rat race
it’s made out to be. There
will be times when you
w ill have to f ight, r u n
and scamper for what you
want. In this rumpus we
more often than not miss
much of what is going
on a rou nd us. So t a ke
t he t ime to enjoy your
life and create cherished
memories you can look
back on in your autumn
years. Go out and have
a good time, take a nap
on t he Horseshoe just
because, get into some
t rouble (preferably for
non-criminal actions) and
experience new things,
places, people and food.
E x plore a nd t a ke f u l l
advantage of your life so
that when you’re lying on
your deat hbed you can
look back and honestly
say it was one hell of a
ride.

Freshmen should embrace uncertainty
Students should take
advantage of college life,
step out of comfort zone
O ne of m y f a v o r it e
quotations was written by
the German poet Rainer
Maria Rilke. In his work,
“Letters to a Young Poet”
in 1903, he encourages
t he reader to “live t he
que st ion s .” By t h i s , I
think he means that we
must love the uncertainty
of life as much as we love
fi nding the answers. This
is the perfect mentality to
start a school year with,
whether you are one of
ou r ne w f re sh men on
campus or, like myself,
staring senior year in the
face w it h ba rely more
than a couple of ideas of
what to do af ter. Th is
thought of enjoying the
unk nown aspect of life
right now is refreshing
and makes what seems
to be very scary, in fact,
pretty exciting.
Fo r ne w s t u d e nt s ,
“l iv i ng t he quest ions”
me a n s not on ly to b e
c om f or t able w it h t he
u n c e r t a i n t y, b u t t o
embrace it. It means going
to an interest meet ing
for an organization you
k now nothing about. It
mea n s goi ng to lu nch

w it h t he k id who lives
down the hall from you
t hat you haven’t really
met yet. Don’t miss out
on opp or t u n it ie s j u s t
because you’re uncertain
of t he outcome. Ta ke
advantage of all that the
u n iversit y has to of fer
and these may very well
be some of the best four
years of your life.
Look ing
back on my
f i r s t t h re e
years here at
USC, some
of t he best
things have
come out of
MEREDITH
somet h i ng
ROSS
that at first
Student
I was unsure
Body
a b o u t .
President
When I
moved to
t he e ig ht h
f loor of Capstone three
years ago, I knew no one
but my roommate. Now,
t hose people I at f irst
thought of as strangers
on my hall are as good
as family. Each Student
G over n ment E lec t ion
brought with it a certain
level of apprehension and
fear, yet led me to what
has been one of the most
rewa rd i ng t h i ng s I ’ve
done in my time at USC.
For t ho se of you i n
t he sa me boat I ’m i n,

s t a r i n g at t he e nd of
your college career and
st i l l u nsu re about t he
next step, Rilke’s advice
is t he per fect message
to remind you to simply
take a deep breat h and
trust that it will all work
out. We can’t miss out
on the excitement of “the
questions,” either. This is
a time in our lives when
we really can sit dow n
a nd a sk , “ W here do I
want to go from here?”
We have a clean slate and
a world of opportunities
in front of us. W hile a
l it t le bit sca r y, t h is is
also exhilarating. Don’t
rule something out just
because you think it’s not
practical or for whatever
reason it doesn’t make
sense. Take this year and
really explore all of the
options. You never know
which one w ill lead to
your future career path.
So this August, I
challenge you all to live
the questions. As Rilke
states, “t he point is to
live everything. Live the
questions now. Perhaps
then, someday far in the
future, you will gradually,
without even noticing it,
l ive you r way i nto t he
answer ...”

Composure necessary
for effective protesting
Last year the Garnet & Black magazine called on college
students to bring their voices back and put an end to what it
described as the fall of protest — we see what protest did for our
parents’ generations both on the social and economic spheres.
The G&B saw that the public hadn’t been very conscious of
social and political issues in a while.
Enter the 2008 presidential election.
If you have been keeping
up w it h President Obama’s
healthcare bill plans, you have
seen the animosity looming over
a variety of issues, from coverage
standardization to abortion and
euthanasia. The hot topic now
is what protestors have termed
Obama’s “death panel.”
As government apathy has been a plague to this nation and
generation for far too long, we are happy to see a little — pardon
the word choice — change.
If you want to check out just how much this topic has riled
up both supporters and protestors, check out CNN’s footage
of recent town hall meetings. You’ll think you’re watching a
candid camera piece Ashton Kutcher has cooked up just to
watch people go berserk.
Screaming, throwing things and mocking public figures
are not the ways to protest. While the ideas are legitimate
and concerns earnest, many of these angry protestors and bill
supporters have forgotten the importance of tact. And in the
meantime, they not only make their cause appear illegitimate
and ignorant instead of substantial.
Involvement from the public is a good thing, but taking
things too far makes a mockery of democracy.
Stay ing in t u ne w it h government is each cit izen’s
responsibility, and speaking out when you disagree is exercising
an essential freedom given to us in this democracy. Protest is a
good thing, but only when it’s respectable.

Screaming, throwing
things and mocking
public figures are not
the ways to protest.

CORRECTIONS

If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu.

ITʼS YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily
G a me c o c k ’s V ie w p oi nt s p ag e
is to stimulate discussion in the
Un iver sit y of Sout h Ca rol i n a
community. All published authors
are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock
encou rages readers to voice
opinions and offers letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
L et t er s a nd g ue s t c olu m n s
should be submitted via e-mail to
gamecockeditor@sc.edu. Letters
must be 200 to 300 words in length
and include the author’s name, year

in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders
a nd USC f ac u lt y memb er s to
submit guest columns. Columnists
should keep submissions to about
500 words in length and include the
author’s name and position. Guest
columns are limited to three per
author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense submissions for
length and clarity, or not publish
at all.
A ll subm issions become t he
property of The Daily Gamecock
and must conform to t he legal
standards of USC Student Media.
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Additional copies may be
purchased for $1 each from
the Department of Student
Media.

Take precautions to protect
your possessions at college
LoJack for Laptops,
records vital for recovery,
theft prevention
As you prepare for school,
I’m sure you’ve heard people
tel l you to avoid bei ng
careless with leaving things
laying around — especially
the expensive ones.
Don’t get too worried —
it’s not like everyone will
tr y to steal all you own,
but caution is
never a bad
thing. There’s
the t y pical
advice: always
lock your door
and don’t leave
y o u r t h i n g s EDDIE
unattended.
MANN
B u t l e t ’ s Third-year
s a y y o u s l i p psychology
up and run to student
the bathroom
while you’re in
the library. You come out
and the laptop you’ve been
working on for the past two
hours is gone. That’s pretty
much game over.
W h i le I’ve never had
my laptop t a ken i n t he
library, it did get stolen at
the beginning of my second
year. But I got it back, and
it’s solely because of LoJack
for Laptops.
Originally, LoJack was a
system for locating stolen
cars. Then someone had
the awesome idea to make
a similar system for laptops.
B a s i c a l l y, o n c e y o u’ v e
installed and activated the
soft ware, your computer
broadcasts a signal whenever
it’s hooked up to the Internet.

I f someone stea l s you r
computer, you call LoJack,
start tracing the number and
they can find your laptop as
soon as someone uses it with
the Internet.
According to the LoJack
for Laptops Web site you’ve
got about a 1-in-10 chance
of having your laptop stolen.
That’s a pretty big chance,
especially when you’re at
college and you see dozens
of laptops every day.
T he s y s t em i s n’t
foolproof, but the chance
of someone getting on the
Internet with your laptop
is pretty high. Even if it’s
password-protected and
they wipe your hard drive
(which mine was), the signal
will still be broadcast.
A lso, keep i n m i nd
t hat wh ile you r laptop
is probably you r most
expensive piece of
equipment, your laptop
isn’t the only important
thing you’ve got with you.
Take all of your other
expensive electronics and
find the serial number on
them. Write them down and
keep it safe. If things do get
taken, the serial number can
be checked at pawnshops
where people might try to
sell your stuff.
A g a i n , do n’t g e t t o o
worried about people going
out of their way to steal
everything you own. But
keep you r eyes on you r
t h i ng s, keep you r door
locked when you’re not in
your room (even if you’re just
running down the hall) and
don’t make it too easy for
people to grab something.

Carolina continues
to prosper with support
from USC community
It’s great to be starting
a new ac adem ic yea r at
Carolina, and I hope this
is a productive semester for
everyone, whether you’re
a first-year undergraduate
or in the final months of
complet i ng a doc tora l
degree.
It’s my sophomore year
as president but the start of
my 12th year at Carolina,
having previously served as
dean of the Arnold School
of Public Health and vice
president for research and
health sciences. However
lo n g y o u h a v e b e e n at
Carolina, you k now that
things are a little easier with
some experience under your
belt, and I got a lot of that
in my first year as president.
As the economy began
to falter last year and the
Un iver sit y ex p er ienced
several rounds of severe
budget cuts, I learned at
least three important things
about Carolina:
• Our facult y is
extraordinarily productive,
even when resources are
scarce. That’s evidenced
by another record year in
research funding and the
willingness of many to step
up and teach extra classes
i n t he m id st of budget
cuts. I think the faculty’s
produc t iv it y w i l l be on
display again this year as
the quality of the Carolina
undergraduate experience is
maintained.

Study abroad opportunity can’t be missed
Unforgettable times
worth semester away,
breaking out of routine
August brings the return
of many things like classes,
football season and Chicken
Finger Wednesday, but for
me it also brings a return
to USC after spending the
spring semester abroad.
I took summer classes,
but it didn’t feel like I was
back until now, seeing new
freshmen exploring campus,
t he tedious but excit ing
t a sk of mov i ng a nd t he
over whelming Columbia
heat that makes you think
t w ice before heading
anywhere but the pool.
I m is sed t he se t h i ng s
wh i le I was abroad, but
now as I return I also feel a
small tugging, a feeling that
if I were to be returning to
Dubai, I would be feeling
the same — the excitement
you get with the comfort of
coming back to a familiar
place you love.
If you had asked me in
Januar y what I was most
l o o k i n g f o r w a r d t o , it
wouldn’t be the fl ight I was

about to take to Dubai, but
this day in August when I
would return. Now that the
day is here I realize I have
spent the last summer not
cou nt ing dow n t he days
but instead trying to keep a
hold of all the memories and
experiences I had in Dubai.
Since before
college I knew
I w a nt e d t o
study abroad.
W h e n
I
started at
USC, I went
CALLI
t o d i f f ere nt
BURNETT
study abroad
Fourth-year
presentations
international
and used the
studies
study abroad
student
Web site so
much you
would have thought it was as
cool as Facebook.
Eventually I decided to
study abroad spring semester
of my third year, I thought
that way I would have had
two years to collect friends
who wouldn’t forget about
me while I was gone.
That was my biggest fear
and challenge. I had fallen
into a routine and I couldn’t
i mag i ne not spend i ng a
whole semester here, and I

Experiences abroad teach
writer to be teachable

Looking back, ahead
to a new academic year

didn’t want to imagine all I
would miss by choosing to
go to a country with no one I
knew by my side.
When I boarded my flight
to Dubai knowing my return
flight was four months away,
I felt like I couldn’t breathe.
I was ner vous a nd yet
this was the moment I had
spent semesters planning for.
Looking back now I have to
laugh at my worries, because
even in my most hopef ul
state of mind I couldn’t have
i mag i ned how g reat my
semester abroad would be.
My four months in Dubai
wer e f u l l of wonder f u l
contradict ions, spending
one day in a bikini watching
tourists and camels walk the
beach and the next covered
head to toe touring one of
the world’s largest and most
beautiful mosques. Words
cannot convey all I learned
and saw while abroad.
I am still excited to return,
but the experiences I had in
Dubai were things I could
never have dreamed of in
Columbia. St udy Abroad
may be a semester you miss at
USC, but I’d prefer to think
of it as a semester you can’t
afford to miss taking.

Trip to Africa, working with professionals open
student’s eyes to how much he has left to learn

• When Carolina needs
support, our alumni and
friends dig deep. For the
s e c o n d y e a r i n a r o w,
private support for Carolina
exceeded $100 million —
t he net su m
of gifts from
i nd i v idu a l s ,
corporations
a
n
d
fou nd at ion s
who bel ie ve
i n
t h i s
HARRIS
U
n
i
v
e
rsit y
PASTIDES
and
what
we
University
a
r
e
d
o
i
n
g.
President
T h at ’s a n
incredible
boost to me, and it should
be for our students, too.
• The best part of being
president is the opportunity
to spend time with students
— whether it’s at formal
events, informal gatherings
or in casual conversations
a rou nd c a mpu s . I ’m
inspired by our students’
com m it ment to t heir
education, to sustainability,
conservation and innovation
— and to having fun.
In fact, I would encourage
everyone to plan some fun
in their schedules this year.
Certainly, I hope that you
will study diligently and
apply yourselves to whatever
scholarly project s come
your way. But a great deal
of the Carolina experience
takes place outside of the
classroom, and t here’s a
world of opport u nit y to
experience.
Last spr i ng, I went
skydiving with the Flying
G a mecock s, just one of
many st udent clubs, and
I hope to go whitewater
rafting this fall with the
Mou ntaineering and
Whitewater Club. If neither
of those activities is your
cup of tea, there are nearly
1,0 0 0 i nt ramu ral spor t s
teams as well as plenty of
opport unit ies to get f it,
practice a second language
or just build friendships
w it h ot her st udent s.
Find something that will
challenge you in some way
and go do it.
With football season just
around the corner along
with other fall sports, such
as men’s and women’s soccer
and volleyball, I find myself
looking forward once again
to enjoying the best part
of m y j ob: c e le b r at i n g
the Gamecock spirit and
enjoying the company of
Carolina students. Here’s to
a great year!

Try to remember what it was like before you knew
everything. If you’re like me, you probably have to think
back to age six, but humor me.
Remember how it felt when someone with far more
experience and knowledge — your father maybe, or one
of your big sister’s friends — sat you down and taught you
something? That’s how I felt every day this summer.
True, some days I was learning about the cause of a
traffic jam or the tedium of small-town party politics,
but at least I was learning. That’s what it’s like to be a
journalist.
From my two internships this summer,
I learned enough to know that I know very
little. Working in Charleston at the Post
and Courier Metro desk, I met experts,
victims, artists and zealots. Each one had
something to teach me.
Gov. Sanford taught me why I never want
to have an affair. At a press conference
PAUL
10 days before he dropped the Argentina
BOWERS
bombshell, he looked like a too-tan husk
Third-year
of a man. He kept his usual candor as he
print
talked about hurricane season preparations,
journalism
but his eyes were sunken and his focus
student
seemed to wander when he wasn’t speaking.
At the time, I diagnosed this as the result
of his stimulus-refusal battle. Now I know he was pinned
beneath the weight of a secret.
A girl named A manda A ltenburg taught me what
it’s like to be pregnant in high school. As we sat in
her parents’ living room and her eight-month-old son
played with the car keys, she told me she was concerned
about the responses she had gotten from her classmates
during the pregnancy. But it wasn’t the condemnation
that worried her. It was the nonchalance she saw in the
girls who went googly-eyed for babies but gave hardly a
thought to the burdens of motherhood.
Mel Reid a nd t he ot her members of t he 54t h
Massachusetts Regiment taught me that there’s more
to Civil War re-enactment than waving the Rebel Flag
and wearing wool in summer. Reid taught me about the
original 54th, the fi rst all-black Union infantry, and he
turned out to be no crazier than any other history buff
I have known. We talked about what it means to be part
of a rare breed: black re-enactors. Needless to say, my
assumptions about re-enactors were flipped.
My other internship, blogging for the New York Times
from West Africa, was like drinking from a fi re hose. I
learned so much each day, it was hard to think at night.
In Guinea, a plant manager named Jumat Abdulrahim
taught me how adding iron to the f lour supply helps
combat his country’s 80 percent child anemia rate. In
Liberia, a man named Eric taught me how to haggle with
a Monrovia street vendor for a soccer ball.
And my guide and mentor, Pulitzer Prize-winner
Nick Kristof, showed me the life of a world-weathered
journalist: riding in uncomfortable trucks, sleeping in
uncomfortable beds and asking uncomfortable questions.
He’s still learning, and so am I.
I love this job.

Want to be heard?
Join our Viewpoints team!
Send us an e-mail at
gameco ckopinions@gwm .
sc.edu

@
Whether you are a freshmen or
graduate student, an
experienced or novice singer, the
University of South Carolina’s

THE UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Concert Choir
USC’s premier ensemble, this 45-member ensemble is dedicated to the study and
performance of outstanding choral repertoire. Concert Choir tours nationally
and internationally. Larry Wyatt, conductor.
CALL 777-5369 TO SETUP AN AUDITION.
MUSC 125/734T/M-3:35-5:30PM and T/TH-12:30-1:45PM

highly acclaimed Choral Program
invites you to be a participant.
Under the dynamic direction of
Larry Wyatt, the Choral Program
features a variety of ensembles
that gives each student the
opportunity to grow musically.
The choruses meet at various
times of the week to
accommodate student class

University Chorus
Representing a broad diversity of educational pursuits, this 100+ ensemble of
undergraduate and graduate singers prides itself in singing challenging and
diverse repertoire.
NO AUDITION REQUIRED; Call 777-5369 for more information.
MUSC 129, Section, 1 (Men): T/TH-2:00-3:15 PM and W-3:35-5:30 PM
MUSC 129, Section 2 (Women): T/TH-3:30-4:45 W-3:35-5:30 PM
Graduate Vocal Ensemble
This 24-voice ensemble is composed primarily of graduate students and is
conducted by graduate choral conducting majors.
CALL 777-5369 TO SET UP AN AUDITION.
MUSC 734C: T/TH-11 AM-12:15 PM

schedules, and all majors can
receive academic credit for
choral participation.

Carolina Alive!
Open to undergraduate and graduate students by audition, this 16-member
ensemble offers an opportunity for in-depth study of vocal jazz in a
variety of styles.
CALL 777-5369 TO SETUP AN AUDITION.
MUSC 130S: MWF-12:20-1:10 PM

As a first-year USC student, getting acquainted with
a new city, campus and home can be intimidating.
Here are a few spots The Daily Gamecock wanted to

Capstone

highlight as “must-knows” when embarking on your
journey here as a Gamecock.
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For those of you rushing in the coming week, you’ll become familiar with
the home to 20 USC panhellenic
sororities and fraternities. McBryde
Hall and South Tower Hall also house
Greek students on campus.
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HONORS ● Continued from 1A
there.”
Unlike the Honors Residence,
the Towers housed approximately
900 residents, but Kennedy said
the difference was accounted for
when Green Quad was built.
The Honors Residence, located
on the corner of Blossom and Main
streets, is Leadership, Energy and
Environmental Design certified
gold.
In the Honors Residence, there
are three classrooms, one kitchen
and a dining out let, as well as
Honors College of f ices. There
are no computer labs, but there is
wireless Internet throughout the
building.
The suite-st yle residence hall
d i f f e r s f r o m ot he r r e s ide nc e
ha l ls i n t hat t he bu i ld i ng has
‘community structure,’ Kennedy
said. There are community areas
b a s e d o n g r oup s of 12 or 14
residents.
A l e x H a r p e r, a t h i r d - y e a r
n u r s i n g s t u d e nt , a n d N o l a n
Collins, a t h ird-year crim inal
j u s t ic e s t ude nt , a re R e s ide nt
Mentors in Honors Residence.
They both said they were excited
to l ive t here for a va r iet y of
reasons.
“I really like it,” Harper said.
“I’ve been in a lot of the residence
halls and I think this one is kind of
unique.”
Honors Residence has indoor
bike storage, which was one of
many benefits Harper found.
“The fact that it’s brand new
is k i nd of exc it i ng,” she sa id.
“Hopefully there won’t be as many
ma i ntena nce issues. I l ike t he
location, too. It’s right here near
the restaurants and right in the
middle of campus.”
Collins, a member of the Honors
College, said he was excited to
live with other Honors College
students.
“I’ve never lived with honors
students,” he said. “I’ve been an
honors student the whole time …
it’ll be awesome. I’m excited about
meeting all the residents.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

DOUBLE FLOOR PLAN

SINGLE FLOOR PLAN

Courtesy of University Housing

The new honors residence contains both double- and single-occupancy rooms which share a bathroom suite-style.

Honors Residence
Fast Facts

Hannah Carroll / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The new Honors Residence Hall provides more than 50 common areas, one for every 10 to 12
residents. Each living area gives students a place to find peace and quiet for studying.

• The residence hall
houses 537 freshmen and
upperclassmen
• There are both single and
double occupancy rooms
available
• Bathrooms are shared by
two to four people
• Bedrooms are grouped
in “pods” that share a living
room for 10-12 residents
• There are six floors and four
wings
• The dorm includes its own
cafeteria, laundry room, study
room and kitchen

AMENITIES INCLUDED:
• 42” Plasma
• Couch, Loveseat, Bedroom Furniture
• Full Size Kitchen
• Washer and Dryer

1200
$

CASH BACK @ MOVE-IN

(4 bedrooms only)

“When a subject becomes totally obsolete,
we make it a required course.”
— Peter Drucker
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things I learned my

FRESHMAN YEAR

You’ve heard it before and you’ll hear it again: college is a whole other world. After years of the confinement and comforts of your parents’ home, you are
finally on your own, which means more freedom and responsibility. Between new adventures and faces, bad decisions and experiences, and working out the
kinks in independent living, here are just a few of the things you are sure to find out for yourself during your first year of USC.
1. There are few things better in this world than
hitting Sunday brunch in Gibbes Court in your
pajamas and watch the nicely-dressed people headed
for Top of Carolina stare you down.
2. If you want to actually study and work during
finals week, stay away from Thomas Cooper — it’s
more like Dr. Rocco’s on a Friday night than a library
in December and April.
3. Get to know your professors. Sit in the front of
the classroom, pay attention and visit them during
office hours. It makes a difference.
4. Your floormates in your freshman-year dorm will
be your family for the next eight months. Keep your
door open and treasure them.
5. SLED is a freshman’s worst enemy. Be afraid, be
aware and be smart or expect your name in Monday
morning’s Crime Report.
6. Add these numbers to your speed dial: local
taxi companies, late-night food delivery spots, your
Resident Mentor. Each will always be there for you.
7. Its better to be safe than sorry, and you might
as well be safe for free. SHARE, a sexual health
group made up of students, loves to pass out free
contraceptives, and Thomson Student Health Center
has a treasure chest of condoms available to students.
8. Set a timer for your laundry and be in the
laundry room when it goes off, or expect to find wet
clothes on the floor ... or missing.
9. Your wardrobe should be depleted of all orange
and purple immediately and replaced with all things
garnet and black. Embrace it and love it.
10. You have to try Pop’s at least once — preferably
after 2 a.m.
11. Come back from Spring Break in time for St.
Pat’s in Five Points. It’s a much more fun way to go
green.
12. Go to the South Carolina State Fair. We live in
the capital city so you should take advantage of it.
Plus, you will find you can fry just about anything.
13. RMs were in your shoes just a few years ago, so
those giant suitcases, laundry baskets and book bags
coming through the door at 11 p.m. are not going to
trick anyone.
14. USC is covered in bricks. You will trip on them
and fall and people will laugh. It’s OK, every one does
it.
15. Enjoy Chicken Finger Wednesday. If you eat
anything else on Hump Day, you will be called out.
16. Fire alarms only seem to go off at all hours of
the night, usually when you are asleep, in the shower
or studying for a test.
17. Go to class and when you miss, be honest.
Professors notice when you don’t show and they
know every excuse in the book, and your parents will
too when your final grade is a little too far down the
alphabet.
18. Don’t underestimate how much fun the
sprinklers going off on the Horseshoe around 2:30

a.m. can be.
19. Be prepared for the permanent cloud of smoke
that floats around Gambrell Hall and the Humanities
buildings.
20. The squirrels here are from another planet.
They will throw acorns at you, steal your food from
your plate and go after a smoker’s cigarette on the
Russell House Patio. Really.
21. Snow days in Columbia do not require actual
snow to touch the ground.
22. Parking is not your friend. You will be blocked
out of lots without warning and you will get tickets.
Fill the meter unless you want to tackle the fun that
is traveling all around the city to get back your towed
car.
23. Do not take the elevator unless you are going
to at least the fourth floor — anything less and you
might as well be wearing a Clemson shirt.
24. If you like to go to the gym to actually work
out, avoid the Strom Thurmond Wellness and Fitness
Center between Winter and Spring breaks.
25. It is not a real date if he or she pays with their
CarolinaCard.
26. SEC football is a big deal. Pearls, cocktail
dresses, tailgating that starts at 9 a.m. and earlier.
Go, have fun, stay for the whole game and expect
home games to be a weekend-long event.
27. Don’t go home too much. You’ll miss out on
important first-year memories.
28. Your meal plan will not cover most of your
meals. Enjoy those Dining Dollars!
29. Go to the Student Organization Fair on
September 2 on Greene Street, in front of the Russell
House. You might find your niche and the place that
lands you a job or a group of friends that will define
your college experience.
30. Don’t try to hit on someone at the Sexual
Health presentation. It’s just creepy.
31. Your birthday and Christmas lists will primarily
be comprised of gift certificates to grocery stories,
Target and Wal-Mart.
32. When people ask you where you go to
school, you’ll have to throw multiple
e names out:
USC, Carolina, South Carolina. But
you’ll know we are the real USC
and nobody takes the blue Carolina
seriously.
33. Don’t go to a real movie theater.
Wait a few months and see it at the
Russell House for free.
34. Enjoy the Ramen Noodles and
d
Easy Mac now — freshman year is
the only year they will be regarded as
legitimate meals.
35. Add Tuesdays and Thursdays (maybe
ayb
ybe
ybe
even Wednesdays) to your weekends.
36. Look out for the first-year fraternity
ernity
it
pledges at tailgating for the first home game.

Watch and laugh.
37. Freshmen are punished with classes in
Swearingen, but you can always make it from
anywhere in 15 minutes.
38. Do not hook up or make out with anyone on
your floor. Yes, co-ed dorms are fun, but the daily
regretful run-ins after the fact are not.
39. When you’re sick, go to the Thompson Student
Health Center. For everyone’s sake.
40. Your roommate will drive you nuts and you’ll
both probably want to kill each other at some point,
but it’s a good learning experience and you might
have just met your best friend.
41. Corey Smith is the official musician of choice
for freshmen. Be prepared for a year of “Drinking
Again” and “Wishing I Was 21,” but after it’s over,
you won’t want him to “Do It Again.”
42. If you drive, you could actually miss class due
to being stuck by the trains.
43. When you visit your parents’ house, you are
actually disappointed when they want to take you out
to dinner, because all you want is a home-cooked
meal.
44. Do not leave your car in Five Points overnight.
45. Twister on the elevator in your dorm is always
a good idea.
47. Insomnia Cookies delivers between 8 p.m. and
2:30 a.m. Enjoy the deliciousness that is the parked
van in Five Points and the late-night delivery.
48. If you are single, you will probably have a date
at California Dreaming.
49. It is not uncommon to see people in
camouflage, plastic outfits, white T-shirts with vulgar
things written all over them and decade outfits on
Tuesday and Thursday nights. Themed parties take
over fall semester, Greek and non-Greek alike.
50. 8 a.m. classes never get any easier. Avoid them
at all costs.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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The

BEST and WORST of campus
Eddie Mann

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

So, you’re new to the USC campus, or maybe you’ve been here for a while, but you feel like you
don’t know as much about different places on campus as you should. Whether you’re looking for
a place to eat, study or avoid studying, these are some of the best and worst locations for some of
the most important things you need to know about around campus.

BREAKFAST
BREAKFAST
Best — Gibbes Court
Breakfast comes down to variety. Gibbes Court, located on the first floor of Capstone House,
has eggs, bacon, biscuits, sausage and more on their hot line every day, and if that’s not good
enough for you, then you can make yourself a waffle, or grab some cereal. Gibbes has the same
options as in Russell House, but the food is always higher quality. Just get your morning coffee
somewhere else.

on the second floor. There’s Soup Man if you’re interested in spending an arm and a leg for some
good soup, and the salad bar and grill are other good options to fit on a meal plan. My personal
favorite, though, is the Mongolian Grill. And if you don’t want to eat alone, you’re always bound
to see someone you know in line or at a table somewhere.

Worst — Preston Dining
The only people who eat here regularly are the people living in Preston Residential College,
and that’s because it’s required for them. It’s buffet style, which is a plus, but the food feels like
rejects from the hot line in RH. For something that doesn’t fit on a standard meal plan, they can
do better. Preston Dining is located in the RH, on the end closest to the Thomas Cooper Library.

COFFEE
COFFEE
Best — Einstein’s Bagels
If you’re looking for your skim toffee nut latte
with an extra shot and whip, this isn’t your place.
But it you’re looking for some good flavored
coffees, this is the place to go. They’ve got a few
different choices every day, and amazing muffins,
coffee cake and, of course, bagels to go along
with whatever you’re drinking. Einstein’s Bagels
is located on the second floor of the RH across
from the Campus Life Center.

Worst — Fast Break
If you’ve got a class in the Carolina Coliseum, try and grab food before you get there in the
morning. You’re looking at a pretty sparse selection of things to choose from, and none of it is
particularly great.

LUNCH
LUNCH
Best — Carolina Colloquium
The first thing naysayers will say to this
choice is that Colloquium’s regular lunch
combo goes over meal plan — while that’s
true, it’s worth it. Every day they have
different soups, salads and sandwiches to
choose from, including some of the only
good vegetarian entrees on campus. And if
you’re only feeling like a big of bowl soup
and cornbread, it even fits on your meal
plan with room to spare. The Colloquium
is located next to Gambrell Hall.

Worst — Carolina Fast Track
Most people aren’t goi ng to ever
encounter this place, but it’s the little cart
near the Swearingen Engineering building. They’ve got a handful of mediocre items to choose
from, including far-from-fresh Chick-fil-A sandwiches, but no sauces, and typical things like
chips and bottled drinks. If you’re desperate for some food, you can go here, but you’re better off
walking to RH and getting your Chick-fil-A there.

DINNER
DINNER
Best — Russell House
It’s kind of a broad option, but that’s the best part. You can eat from the hot line, but that gets
old fast. Then you can switch it up with Pandini’s, Santorini’s or one of the four fast food spots

Worst — Sidewalk Cafe
The coffee is always watered down, and you’re
never going to feel satisfied with what you’re
drinking. With Colloquium right there anyway, you can get better coffee any time.

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR
Best — Darla Moore School Of Business
What other building on campus can boast six
working elevators? That pretty much speaks for
itself. Just don’t abuse that fact and be the person
who takes the elevator up to the second floor. The
stairs are just around the corner.

Worst — Welsh Humanities Classroom
Building
If you’ve got a class in Humanities and are
planning to take the elevator, I wish you the best
of luck. I honestly can’t remember a full week
where one of the two elevators wasn’t shut down for
service. Even when they’re both running, the huge
crowd waiting in the Humanities lobby just never seems to shrink. Save yourself some frustration
and just take the stairs.

LIBRARY
Best — Thomas Cooper
It seems kind of obvious to say T-Coop is the
best library on campus, but it really deserves the
title. You can find pretty much any book you need,
including some textbooks, and there’s plenty of
room all over the library to get some work done.
If you’re on the main floor, you’re bound to run
into some people you know, or you can grab some
coffee to keep you awake while you’re working.
Just keep your distance during finals week when
it’s packed.

Worst — Math Library
Most people don’t even know this library exists,
which does have some pros, but overall, it just doesn’t do what people need a library to do. Going
up to the third floor of LeConte is a pain, and once you’re there, the books available are mostly
math lecture notes in various languages. A plus is that it’s usually empty and completely silent, but
you can just get a quiet study room somewhere else if you’re looking for silence.

COMPUTER LAB
Best — Gambrell Hall basement Mac lab
I’m not a fan of Macs, but I’ve gotten a lot better about putting up with them over the past few
years. The biggest advantage of this lab is that computers are really well-equipped with programs.
You have typical things like Word and PowerPoint, but also access to Photoshop and other
applications not on most of the campus computers.
BEST AND WORST ● 3B
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Worst — BA second floor library
Assuming you can get onto one of these computers, they’re just not great. You can get on the
Internet and use standard programs, but that’s all. And if you’re printing it’s the same $0.10 per
page that you pay at Thomas Cooper, and you can do better than that.

BATHROOM (MALE)
Best —Russell House third floor
As far as public restrooms go, it’s pretty good. It’s a good size and relatively well-maintained.
Since it’s right in the middle of RH whenever something does happen, there’s someone close by
to take care of things. Just beware of any time when there’s an event in the ballroom.

Worst — Legare, first floor
Even calling this a bathroom is kind of insulting to other bathrooms. You open the door and
it’s some kind of weird hallway with a door at the end leaving to what looks like a storage closet or
something. And the bathroom portion itself seems like it’s falling apart.

BATHROOM (FEMALE)
Best — Russell House second floor
For a public bathroom, it’s good. It’s kept clean, a decent size and it’s a pretty central location
on campus, so it’s easy to get to.

Worst — Coker Life Sciences
It’s hard to find when you’re new, as it’s located on an entirely different floor and area than the
men’s room, and it is not well-maintained.

WATER FOUNTAIN
Best — Student Media suite
It’s pretty rare to find a water fountain that you’d rather use instead of bottled water, but this is
it. The water is clean and cold, and there’s enough water pressure so that you don’t have to get a
hunchback trying to take a drink, or put your lips right next to the spout. This fountain is on the
3rd floor of RH.

Worst — Humanities
You’re better off grabbing a bottled water before heading to class here. If the fountain even
works, it’s warm and only a trickle, and no one ever wants to have to kiss the fountain just to get
a drink.

PLACE TO RUN INTO PEOPLE
Best — Pickens Street bridge
Everyone has to fill the General
Educat ion requirements to get a
diploma, and a good chunk of those
classes take place in buildings like
Humanities, LeConte and Gambrell,
so everyone is going to be around that
area at some point.

Worst — Swearingen
If you’re an engineering or computer
science student, this doesn’t really
apply to you. But, for the most part,
people don’t have classes around this
area.
All photos by Chad Simmons

Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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Classics make comeback for fall
Industry shifts away
from trend-specific
looks to timeless basics
Justin Fenner

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

On a drive t hrough
Charleston last week, my
fat her sa id somet h i ng
ver y i ntere st i ng — a nd
very true. “In the world of
fashion,” he mused, “if you
stick around long enough,
you’re sure to come back
in style.” Words of wisdom
coming from a man whose
penny loafers have been
in and out of vogue more
often than birds take fl ight.
But those loafers — and
that statement — both got
s er iou s at t e nt ion w he n
designers and storeowners

bega n t h i n k i ng about
what to present for t h is
fall. The same people who
gave us harem pants and
stark, minimalist dresses
and suits this time last year
are reevaluating what their
customers need, much the
same way their customers
are reevaluating how much
they want to spend.
It’s a situation that has
shocked a lot of people back
into classics.
“You don’t want to buy
somet h i ng t h at ’s goi ng
to go out of st yle,” said
Denise Stahl, the manager
and buyer at Bohemian , a
boutique on Devine Street
in Columbia. The store,
wh ich St a h l say s pr ides
it sel f on h av i ng t h i ng s
t hat shoppers can’t f ind
anywhere else in the capitol
city, will carry an array of

updated classics for fall.
“We’ve gotten several
pieces t hat have t he
u n iversit y st r ipe or t he
preppy stripe,” Stahl said.
She’s also seen “the preppy
b l a z e r, t h e b o y f r i e n d
jean, t he tailored shorts
and pants“ rise back into
prominence.
“Ever y t hing’s gett ing
rea l simple, rea l basic,”
Stahl said. “It’s a style that
we’ve had forever, and we
know it works.”
This is especially
t r u e i n m e n’s w e a r, a
s eg me nt of t he m a rk et
currently dominated the
kinds of pieces that many
s o ut he r ne r s h a v e b e e n
wea r i ng for yea r s: boat
shoes, reserved plaids and
other timeless staples are
s t a r t i n g t o m a k e t he i r
way back into the minds

a n d o nt o t h e b a c k s o f
tastemakers the world over.
“Preppy is coming back
stronger than ever,” said
Perry Lancaster, manager
of Britton’s, also on Devine
Street . “It’s time for it to
come back. People want
va lue i n t heir apparel
a nd t hat ’s how we have
repositioned ourselves: to
carry affordable luxury.”
Britton’s hallmark is its
men’s business and carries
the upstart brand Southern
Tide , a not her prov ider
of classic staples. But it’s
women’s wea r bu si ness,
the only one in the state to
carry the Giorgio Armani
jea ns col lect ion, is st il l
focused on trends.
“The reemergence of the
80s is really important,”
said Stacy Levinson , the
s t o r e’s wo me n’s b u y e r.
“The hot items are going
to be minisk irts and
mini-dresses.”
L e v i n son added t hat
“the most important item
FASHION ● 5B
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Dress with exposed zipper from Frock! by Tracy Reese (above) will be available this month
to Bohemian on Devine. Clothing from Vineyard Vines (above right) is available at Brittons.

FASHION ● Continued from 4B
for [college students] is a great pair of
jeans and a great top.
Just next door to Brittons is M Boutique,
where owner Emily Garrett is also keeping
her eyes peeled for the latest trends.
“I’m seeing a lot of the men’s wearinspired vests ... and a lot of metallic and
sparkles on tops and dresses. Kind of that
rock-and-roll look,” Garrett said.
Garrett said that her store attracts a lot
of attention because its price points are
lower than some other stores, which has
kept her afloat in a tough economy.

“I haven’t had to make price adjustments
because people know that they can come
to my store and get a top for $50 instead
of $300, or get a dress for $88 instead of
$400,” Garrett said.
“We’ve worked really hard to keep the
prices sharp, Garrett said. “[Shoppers]
can still come and get great trendy items
and things to update their wardrobes for
a great price.”

Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu

Photo provided by Denise Stahl

Big bow dresses (left) by Sine and Boyfriend Blazers (right) by BB Dakota are available
this fall at Bohemian on Devine Street.
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Grizzly Bear — Veckatimest
Courtesy of www.reactionarycentury.wordpress.com

This haunting, vivid piece from the Brooklyn-based outfit Grizzly
Bear has become the darling of the Indie rock scene since it was
released in June and shot to Number 8 on the charts. Veckatimest
shows a stark shift towards a traditional pop aesthetic for the group
and continues the upward, ethereal movement of 2006’s “Yellow
House” while moving them farther away from the lo-fi acoustics
of their debut “Horn of Plenty.” Grizzly Bear has hit its stride here
and it resonates in the baritone drone of vocalist Ed Droste and the
falsetto harmonies that seem to open into another dimension of
musical understanding.

Inglorious Basterds
Quentin Tarantino’s directorial follow-up to the Kill Bill epic
has Brad Pitt exclaiming that each of his men owe him the scalps of
100 Nazis. A World War II piece in the style of Spaghetti Westerns,
Inglorious Basterds follows a ragtag group of soldiers who have
been assigned to hunt down and kill Nazi soldiers in France. Pitt,
glorious with a sinister southern drawl and a mysterious scar, has
been assigned to lead the group through the trenches — baseball
bats in hand. Like any decent Tarantino fi lm, expect gratuitous
violence and exceptional dialogue on the intricacies of French fries
in Amsterdam and 70s pop.
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Sirius/XM iPhone App
With the ability to make your iPhone into a musical instrument
that can also pass gas through their applications store, it was only a
matter of time before you could make it into a satellite radio. Mega
satellite radio provider Sirius/XM has released a free app that can
be used to access your satellite radio account. However, to use the
application you must be subscribed to their online radio option,
which can be purchased for a fee of $15 a month. And while Howard
Stern’s broadcast is yet to be available on the app, you can still access
over 200 channels of news, sports and music on the go.

Courtesy of ww w.
npr.org

Courtesy of www.daylife.com

Hunting Island State Park
Nestled just north of Hilton Head Island and outside of Beaufort,
Hunting Island State Park offers the chance to camp on the coast and
enjoy the outdoor side of the Low Country. For a small fee — $17
to $19 per night — tent camping is available that includes running
water and picnic areas. If you’re not the overnight type but still feel
like enjoying the outdoors you can visit the park for $4. The park
includes walking trails and abundant wildlife throughout its 5,000
acres.

Amazon.com
It’s not a well-kept secret that this online retailer can be used to
fi nd deals on items varying from flat screen televisions to how-to
books. But this site can also be used to get around that nuisance
known as textbooks. Instead of the bookstore, take your list and look
around the Web site for deals that could save you or your parents
hundreds of dollars. Novels for English classes can be purchased for
under $5 and used textbooks are a deal around $40 to $70. Because
who really wants to pay $250 for an Intro to Psychology textbook?

The Fix
Looking for a quick political fi x in the morning or throughout
your day, Washington Post’s political blogger Chris Cillizza is your
source for all things politics. Despite hitting a bump in the road with
his failed Mouthpiece Theater video snafu, Cillizza breaks down the
complex issues into a humorous packaging that is concise and rid
of the partisan clutter. Often interacting with his readers through
video, twitter or his blog, Cillizza is an in-the-know reporter whose
impartiality shines through in his work. If a truly balanced view is
your kind of reporting, The Fix blog is your fix.

Monitor Mix

Vimeo

Mu s i c b l o g s c a n o f t e n b e h o m e t o
pretentious rambles — I’m looking at you
Pitchfork, or inconsequential comments on
music that include “it was good” or “it was
bad.” But former Sleater-K inney member
Carrie Brownstein’s NPR blog hits the music
world in its sweet spot. Thoughtful comments
mixed in with a good dose of personal opinion
and multimedia, Monitor Mix is what music
blogs should aspire to be. Instead of the usual
close-mindedness or genre-specific attitude
Brownstein has taken upon herself to have a
open mind when it comes to her music — she
even attempted to become a Phish fan for a
week and coming from a Riot Grrrl founder
that is saying something.

Twitter (Again)
Seriously, if you don’t have one by now,
it’s time to get one. We’re at twitter.com/
thegamecock and twitter.com/tdg_sports and
look for accounts from other sections in the
near future.

Courtesy of www.cajunmarket.com

We all know that keyboard cat on YouTube is a great
diversion, but if you’re looking for a serious, artistic side
to viral video, Vimeo is the place to be. The site only
accepts personal videos and many graphic artists and
musicians use it to post their material for free. Signing
up is free, but you can also choose to purchase Vimeo
Plus. On the plus package, you receive 5GB of uploads
per week, unlimited HD uploads and HD embedding.
Most of the videos posted on Vimeo lose that grainy look
that we have become accustomed to on YouTube and are
essentially better quality in production and presentation.
Vimeo can be accessed at Vimeo.com

Crystal Hot Sauce
In The Mix’s travels to New Orleans this summer,
we have fallen in love with all things hot, especially the
Louisiana treasure Crystal Hot Sauce. Forget Tabasco
or Frank’s Red Hot, Crystal is the perfect condiment for
almost any dish. Concocted in Metairie, La., Crystal has
that adequate cayenne spice that is required in any decent
hot sauce. It’s a newfound obsession of The Mix and we
recommend using it on anything and everything. While
not available everywhere yet, Crystal can be picked up at
Publix.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

All Welcome to MSN!
Methodist
Student
Network

Your
church home
at USC!

Sundays 6pm
Worship followed
by free meal

Bible Studies
Service Projects
www.msnatusc.com
msnatusc@aol.com
msn@usc

Mission Trips
Retreats
803 799-7963
728, Pickens St
across from Wade Hampton

YOUR Guide to your first week at carolina
SPECIAL PULL-OUT SECTION

Wondering what to do before classes start?

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
signature events
Saturday, August 15 Monday, August 17

Campus Life Center
Open House

Wednesday, August 19 Thursday, August 20

First Night Carolina

Tue, Aug. 18
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Russell House 227

Opportunity Knocks
Part-Time Job Fair

Sat., Aug. 15
7:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
Greene Street

Sunday, August 16
New Student
Convocation
Sun., Aug. 16
4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Carolina Coliseum

International Student
Cookout
Sun., Aug. 16
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Russell House Patio

First-Year Reading
Experience
Mon., Aug. 17
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Carolina Coliseum

Tue., Aug. 18
2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Calcott 011

Welcome Back
Concert!
Mon., Aug. 17
3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Blatt P.E. Fields

Tuesday, August 18
Student Media
Summer Showcase
Tue., Aug. 18
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Russell House Patio

Minority Student
Welcome

I LOVE YOU MAN
on the Big Screen!
Tue., Aug. 18
7:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Davis Field adjacent to the
Russell House

Merchant’s Fair

Wed., Aug. 19
12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom,
SEC Room

Thu., Aug. 20
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Greene Street (Russell
House Lobby as rain
location)

Get Rec’d

Friday, August 21

Wed., Aug. 19
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Blatt P.E. Center Fields

Carolina After Dark

Hypnotist
Michael C. Anthony

Fri., Aug. 21
10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Russell House
University Union

Wed., Aug. 19
8:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom

SEE INSIDE FOR COMPLETE EVENT DETAILS

09.04.09

College Colors Day
is September 4th
Wear your Gamecock
Colors!

Wondering what to do before classes start?

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Saturday, August 15
Residence Hall Parent’s Meetings sponsored by: Residence Life
Sat., Aug. 15
Location Varies
Residence Halls
Come and meet the staff in the Freshman
Center residence halls to discuss the
common issues parents experience when
their student comes to USC. Check for
flyers in the residence halls for times and
locations.
Move-In Day - sponsored by:
Carolina Alumni Association
Sat., Aug. 15
8:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
Greene Street
Drop by the Carolina Alumni Association’s
table on Greene Street to pick up some
great prizes if you’re wearing your new
student member shirt! If you haven’t
gotten your shirt yet, this is the place
to pick it up. Bring mom and dad with
you, and we’ll make sure they get some
lemonade and other fun gifts.
Parking Project - sponsored by:
Residence Hall Association

to provide assistance connecting your
computer to the network.
Drop In on Move In Day - sponsored
by: Lutheran Campus Ministry
Sat., Aug. 15
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
Come meet Pastor Frank Anderson, and
student leaders and enjoy some cool
lemonade and home-baked cookies and
snacks.
First Night Carolina
- sponsored by: Student Life

International Student Cookout sponsored by: Student Government

Sat., Aug. 15
7:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
Greene Street

Sun., Aug. 16
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Russell House Patio

First Night Carolina serves as the first
official welcome for all new students at
Carolina. Students meet on Greene Street
and are bussed to an undisclosed location
to celebrate being a Gamecock!

SUNDAY, AUGUST 16
Worship Sundays - sponsored by:
Presbyterian Student Association

Sat., Aug. 15
08:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Outside residence halls
From 8 a.m.- 5 p.m., the Residence Hall
Association and its coalition of student
leaders at USC help coordinate the flow
of campus traffic on move-in day.

Join the Presbyterian Student Association
(PSA) for breakfast and then worship at
Shandon Presbyterian Church. Meet at PSA.

Sat., Aug. 15
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Greene Street
Stop by the central location for parents on
Move-In Day! Take a break from moving
in to pick up information about the
services provided by the Office of Parents
Programs for parents of undergraduate
students, and talk with representatives
from the Department of Student Life
about the many ways your student can get
involved on campus. Campus maps and
information about Columbia also will be
available. Enjoy great music while cooling
off with water and soft drinks and the
popular misting fan!
iCare Center: Move In Weekend sponsored by: University Technology
Services
Sat., Aug. 15
11:00 a.m.- 7:00 p.m.
Sun. Aug. 16
12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Mon. Aug. 17
1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tues. Aug. 18
9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Wed. Aug. 19
9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Russell House 302, 303, 304
University Technology Services will
provide technical support for students on
the 3rd Floor of the Russell House during
Move In Weekend. Staff will be available

Sun., Aug. 16
7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom
meeting rooms
Sorority Recruitment Orientations are
at 7:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.. You must
register for recruitment on-line by 5:00
p.m. on Saturday, August 15 to participate.
Attendance at Orientation is mandatory.
To register visit www.sa.sc.edu/greeklife

Sun., Aug. 16
09:15 a.m.- 11:15 a.m.
Presbyterian Student Center
1702 Greene Street

Parent Information Tent - sponsored
by: Office of Parents Programs

Greek Life Sorority Recruitment
Orientation - sponsored by: Office
of Greek Life

New Student Convocat ion sponsored by: Office of the President
Sun., Aug. 16
4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Carolina Coliseum
President and Mrs. Pastides cordially
invite you and your family to attend
the University ’s 2009 Convocation
welcoming new students and their
families to the Carolina Community. A
reception, sponsored by the Residence
Hall Association, will follow.
Strom Luau - sponsored by:
Shandon College Ministry
Sun., Aug. 16
4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Strom Thurmond Wellness
& Fitness Center
Join us after Convocation for your first
Sunday on campus. What better way to
spend it than hanging out with fellow
students, getting FREE dinner, and
participating in the revival of Shandon
Beach Volleyball?
MSN Welcome Dinner - sponsored
by: Methodist Student Network
Sun., Aug. 16
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
Welcome to the Methodist Student
Network at USC! Come join us for dinner
and see what our fellowship is all about.
Eat with and meet some of your new
friends at Carolina.

other goodies, and come ask doctors any
and all of your questions at the Doc Talk
Table.
Thomas Cooper Librar y Tours sponsored by: Thomas Cooper
Library
Mon. - Friday, Aug. 17 - 21
11:00 a.m. or 2 p.m. - 1 hour tour
Thomas Cooper Library
Come find out the secrets of Thomas
Cooper Library. Librarians will show you
some of the best places to read, research,
study, get help and other great library
services designed to make your life easier.
No sign-up required - just meet in the
lobby by the tour time.
Intramural Spor ts Marketing sponsored by: Campus Recreation

Come join fellow students in playing
Ultimate Frisbee. Students of all skill levels
are welcome to come and join in on the
fun. Sponsored by the campus ministry
The Navigators.
Pizza and Wal-Mart Night - sponsored
by: Methodist Student Network
Mon., Aug. 17
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
Come get free pizza and ride out to WalMart to get those cookies you forgot or
those last minute items before classes start.
Presbyterian Student Association
Open House Dinner - sponsored by:
Presbyterian Student Association

Student Government and International
Student Services cohost this event for all
newly-arrived and returning international
students. This cookout is the official
welcome for internationals. Students can
mingle, eat, listen to music, and meet folks
from the U.S. and all over the world, as
well as connect with folks from their own
country.

Mon., Aug. 17
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Greene Street

Mon., Aug. 17
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Presbyterian Student Center
1702 Greene Street

Intramural Sports has tons to offer! Learn
about our 30 leagues, tournaments, &
special events, as well as our 15 student
staff positions. Ask a question and win a
prize!

Interested in learning all about the
Presbyterian Student Association (PSA)?
Then come on down for a free homecooked Open House Dinner to be held in
your honor at PSA.

Sunday Holy Communion & Supper
- sponsored by: Lutheran Campus
Ministry

TRANSFERmation!! - sponsored by:
Student Success Center

TUESDAY, AUGUST 18

Mon., Aug. 17
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Russell House 202

Presbyterian Student Association
Mission Tuesdays - sponsored by:
Presbyterian Student Association

This annual Carolina Welcome event is
sponsored by the Transfer Student Mentor
Network and Tau Sigma National Honor
Society (Honor Society for Transfer
Students). This is an informative program
and activity to get transfer students
familiar with the policies and programs
available and learn about the “ins and
outs” of USC. In addition, students learn
about the services and programs available
specifically designed for transfer student
success.

Tue., Aug. 18
10:15 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Presbyterian Student Center
1702 Greene Street

Sun., Aug. 16
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
Tr y out “ Your Church on Campus”.
Lutheran Campus Ministry worships every
Sunday evening at 7:30 p.m. followed by
a home-cooked meal provided by local
congregations. Tonight we’ll be having
PFA’s special lasagna - a yearly tradition
for Welcome Week worship!

MONDAY, August 17
First-Year Reading Experience sponsored by: Office of the Provost,
University 101
Mon., Aug. 17
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Carolina Coliseum
The First-Year Reading Experience at the
University of South Carolina is a halfday event held each fall before the start
of classes. Sponsored by the Office of the
Provost, the program introduces students
to academic life at the University of South
Carolina. By bringing students together
for a common reading experience event
before classes begin, the University
demonstrates that academics are the top
priority at South Carolina.
Student Health Services Welcome
Week - sponsored by: Health and
Wellness Committee
Mon., Aug. 17
10:00 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.
Russell House Patio
Student Health Ser v ices welcomes
students, new and returning. Come get
familiar with the services offered to you
by the Counseling Center, Sexual Health
and Violence Prevention, Campus Health
and Wellness, Alcohol and Drugs, and
Thomson Student Health Center. We will
be out on the Russell House Patio with
activities, information, giveaways and

The Hatching - sponsored by:
Baptist College Ministry
Mon., Aug. 17
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
BCM Building, 819 Main Street
The Hatching - Becoming a Gamecock
from a Christian Perspective. This
Freshmen-only event is a great way to meet
new friends, learn tips to survive the first
few weeks of college and be introduced to
BCM & local churches.
Welcome Back Concert! - sponsored
by: Carolina Productions
Mon., Aug. 17
3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Blatt P.E. Fields
Come listen to some great musicians
while enjoying the wonderful South
Carolina weather! Make sure to bring
your Carolina Card, as this show is open to
USC STUDENTS ONLY. Rain or shine.
No coolers, tents or umbrellas please.
Featuring Matt Nathanson with The
Lost Trailers and Locksley. And openers
Obraskai and Corporate Casual.
Ultimate Frisbee - sponsored by:
The Navigators
Mon., Aug. 17
3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Davis Field I

Meet at the Presby ter ian Student
Association to go to the Soup Cellar, a
local soup kitchen, to serve lunch and meet
other new students.
Engage in the Process: National
Fellowships Orientation Session sponsored by: Fellowships & Scholar
Programs
Tue., Aug. 18
11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Gressette Room, 3rd Floor
of Harper College
T h e R h o d e s , Tr u m a n , Fu l b r i g h t ,
Goldwater, Udall, and National Science
Foundation- everyone recognizes that
winning one of these is a very special
accomplishment. Only a few are awarded
each year. Unlike many other academic
awards, nationally competitive fellowships
require a rigorous and lengthy application
process that usually involves considerable
writing and selection interviews. Plan
to attend this program to learn how the
Office of Fellowships & Scholar Programs
prov ides support and assistance to
students “Engaging in the Process” of
considering and applying for national
fellowships.
Student Media Summer Showcase sponsored by: Student Media
Tue., Aug. 18
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Russell House Patio
The Student Media Summer Showcase
will provide students new and returning
an opportunity to speak with members
of WUSC, The Daily Gamecock, SGTV
and Garnet and Black. We will have music,
games, prizes and more! Come check us

For complete schedule check out

www.sa.sc.edu/cwevents
out! In the event of rain, join us in the 3rd
Floor Lobby of the Russell House.
Minority Assistance Peer Program
(MAPP) Workshop - sponsored by:
MAPP
Tue., Aug. 18
12:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Calcott 011

tips, resources and information you need
to be successful socially and academically
and share all of the out-of-state student
programs available. This program gives
you a chance to meet other new out of
state students as well. As an added bonus,
southern foods are served for you to try.
Ultimate Frisbee - sponsored by:
The Navigators

The Minority Assistance Peer Program
Workshop is a time for those who have
committed to being mentored to meet
their MAPP Counselors while being
introduced to the programs expectations
and rewards. If you are interested in joining
MAPP , please feel free to SHOW UP!
There are counselors waiting for you.

Tue., Aug. 18
3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Davis Field I

C a p s t o n e S c h o l a r s We l c o m e
Luncheon 2009 - sponsored by:
Capstone Scholars Program

Welcome Back Cookout - sponsored
by: Reformed University Fellowship

Tue., Aug. 18
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom
The official welcome luncheon for first-year
Capstone Scholars. Meet other Capstone
Scholars as well as the Capstone Scholar
staff prior to the start of classes. The staff
will speak about the program, our events,
the University, and tips for a successful
freshman year. Current Capstone Scholars
will also share their personal experiences
as a Capstone Scholar at USC.
Freshmen Lunch - sponsored by:
Carolina Dining
Tue., Aug. 18
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Patio Café
All freshmen are invited to attend the
Freshmen Luncheon at the Patio Café on
Tue., Aug. 18 for food, music, prizes and
more. Cost: One swipe on your meal plan
or $6.40 plus tax (cash or credit card).
Come enjoy the fun and learn more about
Carolina!
Information Tables - sponsored by:
The Navigators
Tue., Aug. 18
12:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Greene Street and Pickens Street Bridge
Come and meet students and staff of the
campus ministry The Navigators. Sign
up for Bible studies, pick up information
about our upcoming Fall events and grab
some free stuff, too!
Campus Life Center Open House sponsored by: Campus Life Center
Tue., Aug. 18
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Russell House 227
Open the door to your campus experience!
Visit the Campus Life Center and learn
about diverse opportunities to get involved
on campus. Meet student leaders and staff.
Stop by the Campus Life Center - where
involvement begins!
What’s the Big Deal About Sweet
Tea? - sponsored by: Student Success
Center
Tue., Aug. 18
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Russell House 315
This standing room only event has been
featured on the ABC news and in the State
Newspaper! This is a time to familiarize our
new out-of-state students with the south,
southern culture and to give them you

Come join fellow students in playing
Ultimate Frisbee. Students of all skill levels
are welcome to come and join in on the
fun. Sponsored by the campus ministry
The Navigators.

Tue., Aug. 18
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Strom Thurmond Wellness & Fitness
Center Pool Deck & Volleyball Courts
Welcoming the freshmen to USC and
welcoming back the upperclassmen Come
join us for free burgers, swimming, and
beach volleyball. Any and all students are
invited!
The Association of African American
Students Welcome Back Cookout sponsored by: Association of African
American Students
Tue., Aug. 18
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Russell House Patio
The Association of African American
Students hosts this annual cookout to
celebrate the return of students back to
the university and also to showcase a few
organizations to incoming freshmen. It is
held on the day of the Minority Student
Welcome. All students are encouraged to
attend this event.
Welcome Week Cookout - sponsored
by: Lutheran Campus Ministry
Tue., Aug. 18
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
Come and enjoy a cookout at the CMC the
place for Lutheran Campus Ministry in
Columbia and at USC! We will welcome
new students to campus and welcome back
those who have been a part of this ministry
in years past. Along with the usual cookout
food we’ll enjoy some fun and games!
CrossTraining - sponsored by:
Baptist College Ministry
Tue., Aug. 18
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
BCM Building, 819 Main Street
BCM’s first weekly worship - Tuesdays @
7:30 p.m. Join us this first week to reconnect
with friends, make new friends, enjoy some
food & fellowship. We’ll have a time of praise
and worship with a devotional challenge.
I LOVE YOU MAN on the Big Screen!
- sponsored by: University Housing,
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society,
Coca Cola, and the Russell House
University Union
Tue., Aug. 18
7:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Davis Field adjacent to the
Russell House

Join 1000 of your closest friends for
an outdoor movie screening of I LOVE
YOU MAN on the big screen on Davis
Field adjacent to the Russell House.
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society will
be sponsoring games and activities starting
at 7 p.m.. Come for a chance to win great
prizes! The movie begins at approximately
9:15 p.m.. USC STUDENTS ONLY. NO
BACKPACKS, COOLERS, TENTS or
UMBRELLAS.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19
Pre-Med Orientation - sponsored by:
Pre-Professional Advising
Wed., Aug. 19
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Russell House Theater
This session will introduce new USC
s t u d e n t s to t h e p re - m ed t rac k at
USC. Learn what it takes to become a
competitive med school applicant. This
is an important event for serious pre-med
students.
Opportunity Knocks Part-Time Job
Fair - sponsored by: Career Center
Wed., Aug. 19
12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom, SEC Room

Information Tables - sponsored by:
The Navigators
Wed., Aug. 19
12:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Russell House Patio
Come and meet students and staff of the
campus ministry The Navigators. Sign
up for Bible studies, pick up information
about our upcoming Fall events and grab
some free stuff, too!
TRANSFERmation!! - sponsored by:
Student Success Center
Wed., Aug. 19
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Russell House 302
This annual Carolina Welcome event is
sponsored by the Transfer Student Mentor
Network and Tau Sigma National Honor
Society (Honor Society for Transfer
Students). This is an informative program
and activity to get transfer students
familiar with the policies and programs
available and learn about the “ins and
outs” of USC. In addition, students learn
about the services and programs available
specifically designed for transfer student
success.
Pre-Law Orientation - sponsored by:
Pre-Professional Advising

The Opportunity Knocks Part-Time
Job Fair will provide students with
convenient access to on-campus and offcampus employers who are interested
in hiring USC students. Work study and
hourly wage positions will be advertised
during the fair. Career Center staff will
also facilitate educational workshops on
resume writing and interviewing.

Wed., Aug. 19
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Russell House 305

Cool- Off Carolina - sponsored
by: Alumni Association Student
Advisory Board

What’s the Big Deal About Sweet
Tea? - sponsored by: Student Success
Center

Wed., Aug. 19
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Strom Thurmond Wellness
& Fitness Center Outdoor Pool

Wed., Aug. 19
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Russell House 315

The Carolina Alumni Association Student
Advisory Board will be welcoming all
students back on campus with a pool party.
There will be food and free shuttle services
from each residence hall to the pool.
Meet and Greet - sponsored by:
Alpha Phi Omega
Wed., Aug. 19
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Russell House Lobby
An informational event where students
will be able to meet with some of the
brothers of Alpha Phi Omega Service
Fraternity and ask questions.
Presbyterian Student Association
Lunch Bunch & Insider Campus Tour
- sponsored by: Presbyterian Student
Association
Wed., Aug. 19
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Grand Market Place (Russell House)

Gather with the good folks from PSA at
the Grand Market Place in the Russell
House for a casual lunch gathering. We’ll
be sitting inside by the windows in the
main dining area. Bring your schedule so
after lunch we can help you find where
your classes are located.

This session will introduce new USC
students to the pre-law track at USC. Learn
what it takes to become a competitive law
school applicant. This is an important
event for serious pre-law students.

This standing room only event has been
featured on the ABC news and in the State
Newspaper! This is a time to familiarize our
new out-of-state students with the south,
southern culture and to give them you
tips, resources and information you need
to be successful socially and academically
and share all of the out-of-state student
programs available. This program gives
you a chance to meet other new out of
state students as well. As an added bonus,
southern foods are served for you to try.
How Do I Get My Football Tickets? sponsored by: Student Life
Wed., Aug. 19
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Russell House 322/326
(Senate Chambers)

Come visit the Campus Recreation staff on
Wednesday, August 19th from 3 - 6 p.m. on the
Blatt P.E. C fields and… -Meet the staff -Learn
about all the cool trips Outdoor Rec can take
you on -Watch a Group Exercise instructor
demo -Win a give-away (everyone loves free
stuff!) -Learn about our fitness equipment
-Talk to Sport Club student members -Find
out when our pools are open -Play some
outdoor volleyball -Talk with current student
employees to get the real scoop -Pick up a
Group Exercise class schedule -Check out
some of the Outdoor Rec equipment you can
rent -Watch a Ballroom Dancing demo (and
lots of other Sport Clubs) -Learn when both
our facilities are open -Pick up a Intramural
Sports schedule card -Learn about all the job
opportunities we have for you (we hire over
400 students each year) -Drink some water or
Powerade (more free stuff !)
Ultimate Frisbee - sponsored by:
The Navigators
Wed., Aug. 19
3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Davis Field I
Come join fellow students in playing
Ultimate Frisbee. Students of all skill levels
are welcome to come and join in on the
fun. Sponsored by the campus ministry
The Navigators.
Young Life Welcome Back - sponsored
by: Young Life of Columbia
Wed., Aug. 19
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Russell House 305
Welcome back current Columbia Young
Life Leaders! Welcome freshmen! Come
hang out and enjoy a Young Life Club
planned just for you! Meet and catch up
with our current leaders and freshmen
interested in being involved!
Welcome Week Workout - sponsored
by: Body Building & Fitness Club at
USC
Wed., Aug. 19
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Blatt P.E. Center Weight Room 306
This event will educate students about
gym workouts, the Blatt weight gym, our
sport club and events such as the USC
Octathlon and Strength Meet Students
can work out, receive training tips from
BB&F Club members, and have something
healthy to do.
University Bible Study - sponsored
by: Christ’s Student Church (Church
of Christ)
Wed., Aug. 19
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Russell House 303
The first of our weekly Bible study on
campus.

Get all the vital information you need on
how to obtain your football tickets! Meet
the Student Ticket Advisory Committee,
the student leaders who made the new
system a reality. Voice your opinion,
ask questions, or simply learn how
everything works. This meeting will give
you everything you need to know about
how to get all your student athletic tickets
throughout the year. Don’t get left behind!

New Student Pizza Party - sponsored
by: Newman Club

Get Rec’d - sponsored by:
Campus Recreation

Ice Cream Social - sponsored by:
The Navigators

Wed., Aug. 19
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Blatt P.E. Center Fields

Wed., Aug. 19
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Russell House 302

Wed., Aug. 19
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
St. Thomas More Catholic Center
This is a pizza party for new students to
interact with one another and to meet the
student leaders of the Newman Club.

Wondering what to do before classes start?

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Interested in plugging into a Christian
campus ministry at USC? Come and meet
students and staff of The Navigators and
join us for a night of fun, interaction and ice
cream. Enjoy the night before classes start
with fellow students and some free ice cream
sundaes!
Last Night of Freedom - sponsored
by: Shandon College Ministry
Wed., Aug. 19
8:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
1804 Greene Street
Come out to the Shandon House and
enjoy your last night of freedom before
the semester starts! Coffee, desserts, and
live music -- a great way to get to know
other new students and the leaders of
Shandon College Ministry.
G h o s t To u r s - s p o n s o r e d b y :
University Ambassadors
Wed., Aug. 19
9:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
McKissick Museum - Horseshoe
Join us for a tour of the University’s
haunted history! Student tour guides will
tell ghost stories during this walking tour.
Participants should report to the Visitor
Center in McKissick (on the historic
Horseshoe) anytime between 9 and 10:30
PM to join a tour.
Hypnotist Michael C. Anthony sponsored by: Carolina Productions
Wed., Aug. 19
8:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom
In his 15th year performing at USC,
hypnotist Michael C. Anthony will
entertain students with his hilarious brand
of mesmerism. Students will have the
chance to volunteer and become part of
the performance! The event is open to all
students, faculty and staff with a USC ID.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20

Merchant’s Fair - sponsored by:
Off-Campus Student Services
Thu., Aug. 20
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Greene Street (Russell House Lobby
as rain location)
Businesses in the Columbia area will
be on campus to market their services
to students. Many will be providing
giveaways and other promotional items.
Participants include: banks, restaurants,
cell phone providers and more!
CRU’s Welcome Back Cookout sponsored by: Campus Crusade for
Christ
Thu., Aug. 20
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Russell House Patio
Campus Crusade for Christ welcomes
the Gamecocks to a new term! Come and
enjoy free food while getting to know new
people. The food will be good, the people
will be fun and it will be a great way to see
what CRU is all about!
I Survived the First Day of Classes
Cookout - sponsored by:
Carolina Dining
Thu., Aug. 20
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Bates Carolina Diner
First day of classes can be overwhelming.
Come chill at the Bates Carolina Diner
Cookout. First 200 students receive a “I
Survived the First Day of Classes at the
University of South Carolina” T-shirt.
Cost: One swipe on your meal plan or
$7.55 plus tax. Come relax, enjoy good
food, and meet fellow first-dayers!
MOVIE: 17 Again and Observe and
Report - sponsored by:
Carolina Productions
Thu., Aug. 20
6:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Russell House Theater

FREE Ice Cream! - sponsored by:
First College Ministry

Free to all USC students with USC ID.

Thu., Aug. 20
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Greene Street

The 2nd Annual Boat Shoes and
Barbeque Panel - sponsored by:
McNair Scholars Association

Come have some FREE ice cream and
learn about First College Ministry and the
events we have going on. We will be set up
on Greene Street underneath a tent. Pass
by on your way to classes or after lunch
at the GMP and pick up an ice cream
sandwich or Nutty Buddy!

Thu., Aug. 20
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Gressette Room, 3rd Floor
of Harper College

Ask an Ambassador - sponsored by:
University Ambassadors
Thu., Aug. 20
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Greene Street
Don’t know where your next classroom
building is located? Don’t fret! The
University Ambassadors will be on
Greene Street the first two days of classes
equipped with maps and directions to
help you find your way around campus!

Are you an out-of-state student unfamiliar
with the ways of the South? Do you
wonder about those weird shoes everyone
around Carolina wears? Have you been in
line at the Russell House in the morning
and asked what grits are? Well then come
on out to the Boat Shoes and Barbeque
Panel to learn all about the culture of
South Carolina from upperclassmen
students who are also from out-of-state!
The Screwtape Letters Kick-Off sponsored by: GRACE
Thu., Aug. 20
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
C.S. Lewis Student Center
1730 College Street

The C.S. Lewis Student Center invites you
to The Screwtape Letters with us this fall.
Our kick-off meeting will be Thursday
at 7:00 p.m., and we will meet every
Thursday thereafter. Coffee and dessert
will be provided with no homework ever
required!
Welcome Back CRU Meeting sponsored by: Campus Crusade for
Christ
Thu., Aug. 20
8:00 p.m. - 10:15 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom
Join Campus Crusade for Christ in our
first weekly meeting in the Russell House
Ballroom. Meet new people and catch up
with old friends. Enjoy live music and hear
a great message.
Taize Evening Prayer - sponsored by:
Lutheran Campus Ministry
Thu., Aug. 20
9:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
A half hour of quiet prayer and song based
upon the ecumenical community from
Taize, France. People of all denominations
are welcome to join us for this evening of
prayer time.
Free Snow Cones!- sponsored by:
Hill of the Lord University Church
Thu., Aug. 20
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Greene Street
We’re bringing free snow cones to USC!
Columbia’s motto is “Famously Hot” so
make sure to stop by and cool off while
you’re out and about.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21
Ask an Ambassador - sponsored by:
University Ambassadors
Thu., Aug. 20
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Greene Street
Don’t know where your next classroom
building is located? Don’t fret! The
University Ambassadors will be on
Greene Street the first two days of classes
equipped with maps and directions to
help you find your way around campus!
Fr a te r n i t y Co u n c i l B i d Da y sponsored by: Fraternity Council
Thu., Aug. 21
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom
Fraternity Council Bid Day is where
those men who have gone through the
Fraternity Recruitment process this week
receive their invitations (called a bid) to
join a fraternity.

Come join fellow students in playing
Ultimate Frisbee. Students of all skill
levels are welcome to come and join in
on the fun. Sponsored by the campus
ministry The Navigators.
Pizza with The Navigators - sponsored
by: The Navigators
Thu., Aug. 21
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Russell House Patio
After your first day of classes, begin your
evening with some free food. Come and
meet students and staff of The Navigators
and enjoy pizza on us! Grab a couple slices,
chat with friends and pick up information
about our upcoming Fall events. We hope
to see you there!

MOVIE: 17 Again and Observe and
Report - sponsored by:
Carolina Productions
Sat., Aug. 22
6:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Russell House Theater
Free to all USC students with USC ID.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 23
Worship at Shandon Presbyterian sponsored by: Presbyterian Student
Association
Sun., Aug. 23
10:15 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Presbyterian Student Center
1702 Greene Street

MOVIE: 17 Again and Observe and
Report - sponsored by: Carolina
Productions

Join PSA for breakfast at the Center at
10:15 a.m. and then 11 o’clock worship
at Shandon Presbyterian.

Friday, Aug. 21
6:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Russell House Theater

Returning Students Cookout sponsored by: Newman Club

Free to all USC students with USC ID.
Carolina After Dark - sponsored by:
Carolina After Dark
Thu., Aug. 21
10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Russell House University Union
Carolina After Dark...when the Russell
House lights up! Enjoy music, treats,
gameroom tournaments and free billiards,
and novelty events at the first Carolina
After Dark program of the fall semester.
USC Students Only, must have Carolina
Card to enter.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22
NPHC Greek Retreat - sponsored by:
Fraternity Council
Sat., Aug. 22
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom

Sun., Aug. 23
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
St. Thomas More Catholic Center
This is a welcome back event for all
students.
Sunday Evening Worship - sponsored
by: Methodist Student Network
Sun., Aug. 23
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
A lively, student-led, come-as-you-are
worship time with a variety of music
followed by a free meal. Open to all.
MOVIE: 17 Again and Observe and
Report - sponsored by:
Carolina Productions
Sat., Aug. 22
6:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Russell House Theater
Free to all USC students with USC ID.

NPHC is having its annual fall retreat.
Fraternities and sororities will learn
different things that will better their
organizations.
Volleyball Cookout - sponsored by:
The Navigators
Sat., Aug. 22
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Strom Thurmond Wellness
& Fitness Center

On-Campus Worship - sponsored by:
Christ’s Student Church (Church of
Christ)
Sun., Aug. 23
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Russell House 303
A time of praise, prayer, the Word, and
good friends.

Join us for some sand volleyball and free
hamburgers and hotdogs at the Strom
Fitness Center. Come and meet students
and enjoy your first Saturday at USC!
Sponsored by the campus ministry The
Navigators.

Ultimate Frisbee - sponsored by:
The Navigators

FOR COMPLETE

Thu., Aug. 21
3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Davis Field I

SCHEDULE

www.sa.sc.edu/cwevents
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GREAT DATES
THAT WON’T
BREAK THE BANK
Sarah Nickerson

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Meeting people in class, at social gatherings or in your residence hall is just one of the many great things about starting off your year at Carolina. But what
about those people you meet who are a little more interesting, the type of person who holds your attention, the kind of person you want to, dare we say it, take
out on a date? Don’t let the stigma of “struggling college student” keep you away from good times with great people. Check out these five “cheap date” ideas:
FRANKIE’S FUN PARK
Go ahead, unleash your inner child and have a great time at this permanent fair-like
fi xture located off of Harbison Boulevard. Rides like the Drop Zone and Fun Slide range
from $4-$7, the Fun House is $8, mini-golf is $6 for 18 holes and the arcade varies by
game. You could very easily lighten your wallet by taking a date here; however you can
also monitor the amount of money you’re spending. Choosing to mini-golf and go on
a few rides would put your budget around $20 for two people and if you want to eat
dinner or lunch here you’re looking at about $30. For more information go to www.
frankiesfunpark.com.

FOOTBALL GAME
What better way to impress someone than taking him or her to a South Carolina football
game? The game itself is free for all students and guarantees memories, school spirit and,
hopefully, no big losses from the Gamecocks. Before the game, the two of you can either
walk down to the stadium or take one of the many free shuttles available to students. Once
you are near Williams-Brice Stadium you can enjoy the sights, sounds and smells of a
Carolina gameday. Many organizations offer free tail-gate food, or you can buy some good
ol’ stadium food inside the facility with your CarolinaCard. When the game is over you can
walk back to campus and discuss the exciting game you just witnessed.

DINNER IN FIVE POINTS
Okay, so taking someone on a typical dinner date may seem like it’s out of the question
for all you new free-from-parentals freshmen, right? Wrong. The lack of financial stability
you are now experiencing should defi nitely not be a deterrent from going out to great
places with great people. Stroll on down to the Five Points area and check out some of the
great, and fairly inexpensive, restaurants you can take a date to. Yesterday’s offers southern
cooking, Harpers is a typical American eatery and Grilled Teryaki is a favorite Asian café
among Carolina students, featuring their famous white sauce. Also available are Sushi
Yoshi, Delaney’s Irish Pub and Pop’s Pizza. For a full listing of restaurants in Five Points
go to www.fivepointscolumbia.com

RUSSELL HOUSE
Not your typical date spot, the Russell House can definitely be utilized for all your dating
needs. Start the date off with dinner at one of 11 different venues ranging from Burger
King to Pandini’s. Then, take your date to one of two free movies playing every Thursday
to Sunday night, popcorn included, at the Russell House Theater. Afterwards, the Literary
Café, featuring Starbucks, is the perfect way to end an entirely thorough evening. The best
part about this particular date? It can all be paid for using your CarolinaCard. For more
information about movie times and listings visit Carolina Productions at www.cp.sc.edu
and visit www.sc.edu/dining for a full listing of menu options at the Russell House.

PICNIC ON THE HORSESHOE
Sharing a lunch on the Horseshoe is quite possibly the easiest way to impress a date. A
favorite spot among undergrads and alumni alike the area offers peace, beauty and a whole
lot of conversation starters. Make some PB&J in your residence hall or go to the Horseshoe
Deli in the Russell House and use your meal plan to buy some delectable wraps or subs.
Either way, there is a good chance that you will have some great conversations about the
history of the Horseshoe, the school itself, or y’alls new home.

Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Cheap dates can be found at exciting venues like Frankie’s Fun Park (top) if you’re
feeling like heading off campus. If you choose to stay close by, the Literary Cafe in
Russell House (middle) or picnicking on the Horseshoe (bottom) are great option.

Interested in working for

The Daily Gamecock?

Attend one of our interest meetings this fall!
Date

August 24
August 27
September 2
September 8

Time

Room

7p.m.
8p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.

RH303
RH203
RH304
RH302

Helping Students
Right Here in SC

South Carolina Student Loan is the only
state-based, non-profit organization in SC
that has been supporting college goals of
students and parents for over 35 years.
We provide uncompromised service, as
well as money and time-saving benefits for
borrowers.

Learn more:
Visit www.scstudentloan.org or
call 1-800-347-2752
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The Scene
@ USC

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

MONDAY

SUMMER HOURS
$6.50; 6, 8 p.m.
Nickelodeon
Theatre, 937
Main St

PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan

TOMORROW
FIRST NIGHT CAROLINA
free, 8 p.m. — midnight
1400 Greene St.

TUESDAY
WELCOME BACK CONCERT
free, 3 — 9 p.m.
Blatt PE Fields, Wheat St.

SUNDAY
NEW STUDENT CONVOCATION
free, 4 p.m.
Carolina Coliseum

WEDNESDAY
I LOVE YOU, MAN
free, 7 p.m.
Davis Field

HOROSCOPES

08/14/09

1234567890-=
ARIES More research
is required. Get your
friends to help. Keep asking
questions and you’ll get the
answers you seek.
T AU RU S T h i s i s
going to be more expensive
than you planned.
Somet h ing new must be
purchased, so start your
acquisition plans.
G E M I N I The
excitement will die down
pretty soon. When it fi nally
does, you’ll be a lot closer
to your dreams. Like the
realization of Orange Soda
falling from the sky.
C A NC ER W hat a
beaut if u l day! Have you
planned to do something
special for you rself ? Do
that now, OK? No really,
make today the best day of

your life.

LEO

Get to wherever
you’re going early. It will
impress people. You’ll have
the advantage. The opposite
will be true if you get there
l at e . B a s i c a l l y b e c a u s e
no one l i kes to wa it for
someone to show up when
they told them to be there
at a certain time.
V I R G O Someone
else’s emergency works to
your advantage. A f limsy
s c heme f i r m s up. It ’s a
“come from behind” win.
LIBR A All ends well.
You’re surrounded by love,
so relax. Authority figures
a re consu lted so you r
dreams can come true.
S C O R P I O Yo u
can find a higher-qualit y
product, maybe for even

less than you had budgeted.
Could a relative help?
SAGITTARIUS A
far-fetched scheme could
eventually work. Trouble
is, it’s hard to tell how long
this is going to take.

C A PR ICOR N

You’re goi ng to have to
make that call. Don’t worry
ab out it . H ave a l l you r
ducks in a row and you’ll
be fi ne.

AQUA R IUS

Through your ow n hard
work, you establish a bond
with a strong leader. It’s OK
to ask for a favor right now.
PI S C E S You c o me
up w it h t he w i n n i ng
suggestion again, leading
others to conclude you must
be some sort of genius. You
are.

08/14/09

Across
1 Resort off Venezuela
6 Astro’s cap insignia
10 Witty sort
13 Rodeo competitor
14 Novelist Bagnold
15 Basic language trio
opener
16 Old-fashioned
remedy for chest colds
19 Ballpark souvenirs
20 Air
21 Comparative words
22 Household
nickname
23 Marshlike
26 Rochester medical
center
32 Golfer’s traction aid
34 Border on
35 Pay closing
36 “Black Bottom
Stomp” jazz pianist
40 Gray’s “The Bard,”
e.g.
41 __-mutuel
42 Chutzpah
43 Lima variety
47 Pay attention to
48 Not squander
49 Course half
51 __ proprietor
53 1892 Leoncavallo
opera
58 Bettor’s question,
and a hint to this
puzzle’s theme
60 Choreographer
Reinking
61 Heifetz’s teacher
62 In concert
63 Place for a ring
64 Gets faint
65 Seed covering
Down
1 College football’s
Black Knights
2 Lecherous sort

3 “__-daisy!”
4 Unwelcome
exposure
5 Spirited horses
6 Arizona cultural
resort
7 Toll rd.
8 Is indisposed
9 Nutritional ﬁg.
10 ‘60s dance
11 Call from the ﬂock
12 He “used to be the
next president”
17 Knock around
18 English blue
cheese
22 Pond ﬁlm
23 Flipping burgers,
e.g.
24 __ Diable: old penal
colony site
25 Subleased
27 “Boola Boola”
singer
28 On a slant: Abbr.
29 Quasimodo’s “our”
30 15-Across,
translated

Solution

31 Worked with wicker
33 Work on a galley
37 Like inverted Jenny
stamps
38 Poetic peeper
39 Prepare for a show
44 New Orleans
university
45 Tees off
46 Guitarist
Lofgren
50 Try to bite,
kitten-style

51 Police jacket
acronym
52 Speed skater who
won “Dancing With the
Stars”
53 Spittoon user’s
sound
54 “Excuse me ...”
55 Corp. leaders
56 Defeatist’s word
57 It may be
half-baked
59 Down
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‘G.I. Joe’ obliterates conventions, Paris
Toy-inspired film blows
action to epic heights
Cameron Morrell

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra
NOW IN THEATERS

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Director: Stephen Sommers
Starring: Dennis Quaid, Channing
Tatum and Marlon Wayans
Run Time: 118 minutes
Rating: PG-13 for strong
sequences of action violence and
mayhem throughout

Every once in a while,
a Holly wood f ilm
comes along that breaks
all the rules, defies all
conventions and takes
the art of film into an
entirely new direction.
“G.I. Joe: The Rise of
Cobra” sort of does that,
by repeatedly k ick ing
these conventions in the
face and subsequently
obliterat ing t hem
with bad ass futuristic
weapons and a whole
lot of testosterone.
Stephen Sommers,
director of such
modern action classics
a s “ T h e M u m m y,”
and producer of “The

S c or pion K i ng ” a nd
“The Mummy: Tomb of
the Dragon Emperor,”
t r uly f lexes his f ilmm a k i n g g e n iu s w it h
“G.I. Joe.” You wa nt
quality acting? Here’s a
hundred characters and
a hu nd red me d io c re
ac tor s to play t hem!
Yo u w a nt c h a r a c t e r
d e v e l o p m e n t ? H e y,
t ho se g u y s a re sor tof-brot hers who hate
each other, and those
t wo used to get it on
a nd t h is wom a n is a
brilliant prodig y, but
she’s ea si ly goi ng to
p l a y i nt o t he h a n d s
of that muscular g uy.

You want exposition? We
won’t bot her ex plain ing
anything, but here’s some
ra ndom 30 -second-long
f lashbacks! The result is
something like a movie and
something like an amalgam
of insanity and fun.
Stars of this fi lm include
mu s ic i a n a nd g ol f e r,
Dennis Quaid as G.I. Joe
le ade r, G e ne r a l H aw k ,
f o r m e r f a s h io n m o d e l ,
Channing Tat um as our
hero a nd prot agon ist,
Duke, and Brendon Fraser
who has one line and about
15 seconds of screen time.
Marlon Wayans , the best
actor in this movie, plays
Duke’s sidekick, Ripcord.
In case you missed t hat:
Marlon Wayans is the best
actor in this movie. There
is a host of actors who play
a host of other Joe’s, but
it is not important that I
describe them here, as the
movie will try to explain
every single character and
all their motivations and
back story in its 118 minute
run-time. Sarcasm aside,
Sommers might actually be
a genius because this movie
is so cheesy, so incredibly
ridiculous and over the top,
that it is a work of art.
He r e i s a l l y ou ne e d
to k now about t he plot:
There are ev il g uys led
by some Scot t ish g uy
who is angry at the world
for no particular reason.
The soldiers are injected
w it h n a nom it e s , w h ic h
isn’t act ually a breakfast
cerea l, but m ic roscopic
robots with multiple uses,
f rom dest roy ing French
buildings to programming
people. They are controlled
by a mysterious guy who

Far Left:

Jolt
Asymmetrical Hooded Jacket
$39

Fleurish
Neon Striped Tunic
$34
Buffalo Plaid Tunic
$34
Faux Leather Leggings
$19
Left:

Jolt
2Fer Boyfriend Vest
$39

Fleurish
Buffalo Plaid Tunic
$34

Lovestitch
3/4 Sleeve Plaid Woven Top
$39

Fleurish
Faux Snakeskin Leggings
$19

Courtesy of Paramount Pictures

Dennis Quaid (right) and Channing Tatum (left) star in the
new high-intensity action thriller G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra.
(Oh no, spoiler!) turns out
to be Cobra Commander.
Oh yeah, he’s played by
Jo s eph G ordon-L e v it t ,
t he k id f rom “A ngels in
the Outfield” and star of
romant ic comedy “(50 0)
Days of Summer.”
G . I . Jo e h a s r a v a g e d
t he s t a g n a nt w at e r s of
Holly wood by tak ing
every boring blockbuster
gimmick in the book and
a mpl if y i ng t hem to t he
e x t reme. T he re s u lt of
at t r ac t ive ac tor s, ever y
science f ictional weapon

imaginable and over t he
top act ion sequences
approaches the absurdit y
of the cartoon and
captures ever ything that
was entertaining about it
as a young boy. Either my
mind has just been blown,
or I now have t he IQ of
a lamppost. A ny way you
put it, G.I. Joe was the best
fi lm I’ve seen all summer.

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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Take advantage of useful accessories, furniture to turn your new room into your new home
Deborah Stevenson
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Most dorm rooms are roughly the size of jail cells (and often resemble them before students move in), but there is no reason that your dorm room can’t be even
better looking than your room at home. It is not necessary to match everything with what your roommate brings. Too many matching things can make a room look
like a PB Teen catalogue, which is never a good impression to make on new friends. Keep these tips in mind when you create the dorm room of your dreams.

Keep your room from
looking like a dump by picking
up after yourself. If you leave
your underwear on the bed or
never empty the trash, nobody
is going to want to hang out in
your room.

Lamps give a softer vibe to
the room. They create more
of a bedroom feeling than the
fluorescent light overhead. Have
a small light on your desk so
that you can study while your
ro om m at e i s i n b e d . L on g
curtains in bright colors both
frame the window and keep the
sunlight from waking you up in
the morning.

Buy an over-the-door or hanging
organizer for your closet so that
you can store more shoes, clothes,
towels and bedding there. If you
find that you need a surge protector,
a microwave, rugs, etc., shop for it
with your roommate and split the
cost. Bring a white board for your
door so that people can leave you
messages. Bring another one to put
near your desk so that you can keep
track of your assignments. If your
room doesn’t have carpeting, bring
a rug. It lessens the institutional
feel of the space and gives you
something soft to hop onto when
you get out of bed.

Bring posters, pictures or artwork for the walls so that you can cover up flaws. They
also give the room a homey feel. Pick art that makes you smile when you see it, but make
sure that it is appropriate for all audiences, since your parents will probably visit you at
some point throughout the year. Have pictures of your friends and family around the
room. It helps to look at pictures when you miss them. Most importantly, fill your room
with things that you like. Your dorm room should be a place that you enjoy being, since
you are going to spend nine months of your life in it.

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

How to sneak around banned dorm items

Body pillows and cushions are an excellent way to turn your bed into a couch. Use
an egg crate or feather mattress cover to make your bed soft. Most dorm beds have
plastic mattresses, so the mattress covers will give you extra padding and mold to your
body shape. Have space available on the floor for seats for your friends to use when
they are in the room.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Banned Items:
1. Candles and incense
2. Hotplates/Electric
skillets/toasters
3. Extension cords
4. Dart boards
5. Halogen lights
6. Pets
7. Firearms
The clichéd saying, “Out
of sight, Out of M ind” is
probably t he ea sie st a nd
most effective way of getting
around bringing banned items
onto campus. For things like
candles and incense, remember
to hide them when RMs are
around, and make sure not to
get pungent aromas that could
rouse their attention. The
same goes for items such as
electric skillets, hot plates and
extension cords. Pets, however
prove more problematic. If
you choose to bring a small
pet like a hamster or turtle
to c a mpu s, remember to
clean up after the critter, and
change their litter regularly,
so as to prevent the smell of
a caged animal seeping into

the hall. Dart boards and
other projectile games should
probably stay hidden when
not in use. Firearms, in any
form, should stay out of your
room. In fact, don’t even bring
them to campus, period. And
as you plan a dubious means
of stowing away your banned

items keep this in mind: Most
of the items banned by the
university are done so with
safety and comfort in mind.
After all, nobody wants to be
the person who managed to
torch their dorm with incense.
— Compiled by Darren Price

www.sa.sc.edu/sa • saabroad@mailbox.sc.edu
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Jarvis Giles
Stephon Gilmore

D

DeVonte Holloman
Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

uring Steve Spurrier’s news conference at this year’s media

carries in a crowded backfield. And Holloman, who was picked as the

day, the fifth-year head coach said it’s always been sunny

seventh-best prospect in South Carolina by Rivals.com, earned a spot

for his picture days. With the emergence of three highly-touted

on the second team at strong safety and could push for a starting role

freshman, the future of USC football could be brighter than ever.

later in the season.

Stephon Gilmore, Jarvis Giles and DeVonte Holloman will play

All three were four-star recruits and had at least a 3.2 grade point

their first games as Gamecocks in less than three weeks, but not

average during their first semester — a welcome change to a program

before spending most of their spring and summer in Columbia

that’s seen too many talented young players hampered by off-the-field

preparing for it. The three freshmen, who also room together,

issues. For now, Giles said the only off-the-field issues these three

graduated high school a semester early to take classes and participate

roommates are worrying about is who’s cooking (him) and who’s

in spring and summer practices with the team.

better at their NCAA 10 football game (Holloman).

The early start paid off.

“We’re all cool. We go back to the room, we all talk trash to each

Gilmore, a Parade All-American and South Carolina’s “Mr.

other. We just chill and talk about stuff, just what friends do,” Giles

Football” award winner, will start at cornerback and touch the ball

said. “They’re practically like my brothers, I spend more time with

on offense. Giles, who ran for 114 yards and two touchdowns in this

them than anyone on the football team. I trust them.”

year’s Garnet & Black Spring Game, will demand a large amount of
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Catching up with former Gamecocks
Succop named ‘Mr. Irrelevant,’ makes transition to NFL
Patrick Morris

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Former Gamecock and perennial allSEC kicker Ryan Succop left a huge void
in the special teams unit for USC when
he was drafted by the Kansas City Chiefs
in April’s NFL Draft. Succop was widely
considered one of the best players to ever
don the garnet and black.
“ I r e a l l y l i k e K a n s a s c it y a lo t .
Our special teams coach is really
knowledgeable,” Succop said of special
teams coach Steve Hoffman. “He’s been
able to help me out tremendously. It’s
been a blessing to be able to work out
with him and improve.”
Succop was entrenched at the kicker
position for the past three seasons at
USC and handled the k ick-off duties
during his freshman year.
Du r i ng h is sophomore a nd ju n ior
seasons he a lso was t he G a mecock s
pu nter. A f ter h is sophomore season
Succop was named as a semi-fi nalist for
the Lou Groza Award , which is given
to college football’s most outstanding
kicker.
Succop scored 251 points in his career,
putting him second all time in South
Carolina histor y, behind only Collin
Mackie. He also holds the record for the
highest career punting average, at 42.3
yards per punt. He had a career field goal
average of 71 percent and a career long of
55 yards.
Succop was draf ted as t he No. 49
Courtesy of USC Athletic Media Relations
pick in the seventh round, and No. 256
Former
Gamecock
Ryan Succop was the
overall, meaning he was the last pick in
last
pick
in
the
2009
NFL Draft.
the draft.
This gave him the very unique title of
Mr. Irrelevant — an honor that has been prepare him for the NFL.
given to the last player selected in the
”I like coach Spurrier a lot,” Succop
NFL Draft since 1976.
said. “He’s definitely a very demanding
Although it seems to be a dubious title coach. But it just makes it that much more
to have, the player is treated to an entire rewarding when you win, because you’ve
week of festivities in Newport Beach, earned it.”
Cali.
But Succop said he will miss being a
“It was a neat experience. The week Gamecock. He said his favorite memories
itself was a lot of fun,” Succop said. “I f rom h is play i ng day s were beat i ng
went out there with my friends and family. Clemson in 2006, beating Georgia at
We had a blast. We got to go out and do Georgia and beating Florida his freshman
some stuff that I normally wouldn’t get year.
to do. We went to Disney Land, went
“Those three games rank pretty highly
surfi ng, went sailing and even got to play up there as my favorite memories,” Succop
some golf. Just had a blast the whole week, said.
it was really a lot of fun.”
For this upcoming season Succop is
A f ter t he celebrat ion, it wa s back confident that the Gamecocks will be
to football for Rya n. Train ing camp able to rebound nicely after losing seven
started July 30, and before that he had players in the NFL Draft.
to go through OTA’s (Organized Team
“I think [the current Gamecocks] are
Activities), offseason conditioning and going to be fi ne,” Succop said. “You know
rookie minicamp.
those guys. I’ve been in touch with them
The incumbent starter was second- and I think they’re going to do well.”
year player Connor Barth, but he was cut
But most of all, Succop said he is excited
earlier this month to clear the way for to get back to playing and is grateful that
Succop to be the starter. Succop said the he has the opportunit y to play for the
team had told them they would cut one Chiefs.
of them and keep one of them based on
preseason performances.
Succop said he believes playing under Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@
USC head coach Steve Spurrier helped mailbox.sc.edu

Mack adjusts to life up North, begins career with Yankees
Sam Davis

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

After spending the first 25
years of his life in Columbia,
DeA ngelo Mack is now a
Yankee. On June 9, New York
selected Mack in the 13th
round as the 405th overall pick
in the draft. Following the
news, the former Gamecock
outfielder made his first trip to
New York City.
“First time in New York
City, it’s been an experience
so far,” Mack said. “I went out
and toured a little bit, went to
Times Square, got lost.”
From his first stay in the Big
Apple and his first two months
play i ng for t he Si ngle -A
Staten Island Yankees, Mack
is learning there are plenty of
adjustments to be made, both
on and off the field. Mack’s
first few weeks as a professional
baseball player were a far
cry from the monster season
he h ad l a s t y e a r f or t he
Gamecock, in which he led the
SEC with 92 hits.
Mack trudged through the
month of June with a sub-.200
batting average and without
a homerun. Mack said the
increase in hours and games
per week was something that
took getting used to.
“I st ar ted of f slow. My
timing was a little bit off and
I’ve just been working with
the coaches on that,” Mack
said. “Playing every day is a
lot different than college. In
college you play for three days
and then you’re off for a little
bit. Here, you get here in the
early afternoon, and you’re
here until 12:30 at night. And
you do that every day.”
Mack also said switching to
wooden bats was an adjustment
he had to get used to. “It’s not
easy, but it’s not too tough to
get used to after awhile. It’s a
little bit timing and a little bit
how the ball jumps off the bat
differently,” Mack said. “I’m
starting to adjust now, playing
with it every day. It just takes a
little bit of time.”
But longer work weeks and
wooden bats weren’t all that
Mack had to acclimatize to
while making the transition
from college to pro ball. The
lifetime South Carolinian is
living in the North for the
summer, where customs and
habits aren’t exactly the same
as they are 500 miles south.
“It’s a lot faster, compared
to the South where everyone

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

DeAngelo Mack now plays for the Single-A Staten Island
Yankees after spending four years at USC.
is just kind of chill. Here,
everybody is in a rush and
e ver yone is a lway s bu s y,
constantly going,” Mack said.
“That’s probably the biggest
thing. It’s definitely a change;
no better or no worse, but a
change.“
I n spite of t he new
environment and a mediocre
st a r t , M ack seem s to b e
warming up to his new home
on the Yankees. He has now
raised his batt ing average
nea rly 10 0 p oi nt s a nd is
approaching the .300 mark.
I n his last 10 games, he’s
batting close to .400 with two
homeruns and is one of the
hottest Yankees on the squad.
While playing a pivotal role
on the New York Yankees farm
team, Mack still communicates

with his teammates of a year
ago.
“I talk to Whit [Merrifield],
Jackie [Bradley, Jr.], Parker
[Bangs] and all those guys.
I check up on them and see
how they’re doing. Jeff [Jones],
[Nick] Ebert , I’ll text them
every once in awhile.”
During the approaching
fall, DeA ngelo Mack w ill
be returning to campus in
Columbia to fi nish up classes
and graduate. From there, he
will continue on the road to
big league ball, even if it means
being called a Yankee for the
rest of his life.

Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

CHECK US OUT!
TWITTER.COM/TDG_SPORTS
See a place of exciting challenges and rewards.
See a place where you'll feel empowered to do something brilliant.
See yourself in Store Leadership.

We are committed to building the best team in the industry. Discover the
challenges, benefits and fun environment few companies can match.
Target offers a variety of exciting career opportunities for talented team
members in areas such as:

Executive Team Leader
Executive Team Leader, Assets Protection
Executive Interns
To learn more about Target Careers available or to learn when Target
will be on campus next, visit your career center or apply online at:
Target.com/careers
See you soon.
Target is an equal employment opportunity employer and is a drug-free workplace.
©2008 Target Stores. The Bullseye Design is a registered trademark of Target Brands, Inc.
All rights reserved.

FUTURE ● Continued from 1C
Holloman, who won a state championship
with Gilmore at South Pointe High School
in Rock Hill, said it helps to have two other
guys going through the same thing with him.
“We talk to each other about different
things,” Holloman said. “For the most part,
we all feel the same way about certain things,
so that made it easier for us to get along and
get comfortable.”
Of course, Gilmore, Giles and Holloman
won’t be the first ones to be headlining a
heralded South Carolina freshman class.
Spurrier’s 2007 recruiting class, which
featured Stephen Garcia, Brian Maddox and
Joe Hills, was rated by ESPN as the fourth
best in the nation. The 2009 class was ranked
twelfth.
Spurrier said he would be patient with this
year’s group of freshmen and be sure to coach
more than criticize.
“Very seldom will you hear me criticizing
freshmen because they need to be coached,”
Spurrier said. “These guys have been very
coachable and are trying to do it the right
way. At the quarterback position [playing
early] is very difficult to do, but at other
positions players can play as freshmen.”
Which is exactly what Giles, Gilmore and
Holloman will look to do.
Giles, who rushed for over 1,500 yards
at Tampa’s Gaither High School , said he
expects to gain over 1,000 yards at least one
of his years at USC.
“I come in here with high expectations,
not going to lie about that,” said Giles, who
went to the same high school as quarterback
Stephen Garcia. “I would love to be on the
freshman [All-] SEC team. I mean I’m going
to work hard, I would love to break 1,000
yards and all that kind of stuff, but it depends
on the coaches and how many times they let
me touch the ball.”

For high school teammates Gilmore and
Holloman, the early start to college has
helped them adjust to the balancing act of
football and school. Gilmore said his older
teammates have helped him make the switch
from being a quarterback in high school to a
defensive back in college.
“I look up to them and how they do the
right thing,” Gilmore said. “There’s a lot of
older guys that I look up to. They’ve been
great role models.”
Holloman credits his strong preseason to
getting on campus early as well.
“It was a big advantage to get a jump-start
on learning the system and meeting the
guys and just getting accustomed to going
to school and balancing football,” Holloman
said. “It was a big advantage and it helped me
out tremendously.”
Now, with three freshmen that have a
jump-start on college life, Giles said Gilmore,
Holloman and himself can be examples for
the rest of the freshman — including receiver
Alshon Jeffery and safety Damario Jeffery.
“They see what they have to do, they know
they got to hit that playbook, they know in
order to touch that field they got to compete,”
Giles said. “They just got to work hard every
day of practice. You got to play like it’s your
last practice out there. They see that out of
DeVonte, Stephon and me. That’s just going
to bring a better South Carolina if everybody
competes.”
A nd compete they will, at least Giles
hopes so. The 5-foot-11 back said he came to
USC because he saw something special was
happening with this years freshman class.
“I just saw South Carolina, they’re building
something here,” Giles said. “They want to
win. I see all these guys, they’re motivated.”
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu
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SEC Preseason Rankings
Fall Sports Editor lays out
his predictions for
2009-10 SEC season
Chris Cox

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

OLE MISS

2

1
FLORIDA

Is there anyone in the country,
let alone in t he SEC , t hat can
challenge the defending national
champions? Forget about the fact
that they return former Heisman
Tr o p h y w i n n e r T i m Te b o w
— who h a s reac hed G o d-l i ke
status down in Gainesville. The
real eye-opener is t he defense
— which returns all 11 starters
f rom a s e a s on ag o, i nc lud i n g
All-SEC players Brandon Spikes
and Carlos Dunlap. Look for the
Gators to be in a BCS bowl this
January.

LSU
Head coach Les Miles
didn’t see the ball bounce
in his team’s favor much
last season, but that looks
to change in 2009. The
inconsistent quarterback
play that doomed the team
a season ago looks to be in
control this season with
Jordan Jef ferson u nder
center. The sophomore single
handedly destroyed a pretty
good Georgia Tech team
in the Chick-fil-A bowl last
season. Add in a defensive
legend in former Tennessee
coordinator John Chavis
and the Tigers are poised
for success. However, they’ll
have to get through a brutal
schedule which features
games at Florida, Alabama
and Ole Miss.

The Rebels have t he
20 08 hy pe of Clemson
written all over them, but
if anyone can handle that
pressure, it’s quarterback
Je v a n Sne ad . T he Te x a s
t ra nsfer t h rew for over
2 , 50 0 y a r d s l a s t s e a s o n
a nd p r oje c t s a s a b e t t e r
N F L QB p r o s p e c t t h a n
leag ue comrade Tim
Tebow. Snead returns with
a bev y of talent to t hrow
to, i nclud i ng speedster
Dex ter McCluster and
w ideout Shay Hodge.
Kendrick Lewis and
Greg Hardy return to the
defense and combined with
t he of fen s ive f i rep ower,
Ole M iss is t he Daily
G a me c o c k ’s pic k to w i n
the SEC West.

4

3
ALABAMA

Defense will be the story in Tuscaloosa
this season as the Crimson Tide return
a plethora of talent — especially in the
backfield, where safet y Justin Woodall
looks to be the catalyst. Joining the deep
secondary is an impressive linebacking
core led by Rolando McClain — who
amassed 95 tackles a season ago. Offense
rema i ns a quest ion mark however, as
junior quarterback Greg McElroy replaces
the departed John Parker Wilson . But it
certainly doesn’t hurt when you have star
receiver Julio Jones to throw to.

Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

GEORGIA
Despite losing first-round
picks Matthew Stafford and
K nowshon Moreno t h is
offseason, the Bulldogs still look
to be a player in the SEC for
2009. Senior quarterback Joe
Cox will finally get his chance
to shine after backing up the
former No. 1 overall pick in
Stafford. With three to five
capable running backs behind
what looks to be one of the best
offensive lines in the country,
Georgia is certain to surprise
some people with their scoring
output. However, the schedule
appears to be too daunting to
overcome, as the Bulldogs open
the season at Oklahoma State
and a month later play the Sun
Devils of ASU. Throw in league
games against USC, Arkansas
and LSU and the Bulldogs
might be off to a scary start if
they don’t come out ready to play
from the beginning.

ARKANSAS

Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

When one thinks of head coach Bobby Petrino, they
instantly think of a high-powered offense. His debacle
with the Falcons aside, Petrino’s clubs have scored in
bunches at every stop he’s made, and his Razorback
team won’t be much different in 2009. With Michigan
transfer Ryan Mallett leading the charge, the Hogs
will score on almost everyone they’ll play. However,
the defense remains suspect, as the secondary that was
beaten deep on numerous occasions a season ago didn’t
seem to be much improved during spring practice. If the
secondary can turn it on, however, watch out.

6

5

SOUTH CAROLINA
Two words: Stephen Garcia. When was the last
time one team’s future depended solely on the play
of a single person? That’s what the Gamecocks
face in 2009, as Carolina will live and die by its
quarterback like never before. USC returns just
11 starters from a season ago — second-fewest in
the SEC. That inexperience may doom Carolina,
but with experienced leaders like Eric Norwood
and Ladi Ajiboye returning, the Gamecocks may
finally be able to get something going under Steve
Spurrier.

TENNESSEE
What has coach Lane Kiffin not said? His shots at
Florida, Alabama and South Carolina have painted a
huge target on the former Oakland Raider, and if those
aforementioned teams get their wishes, the Vols will lose
every game on the schedule. All-SEC safety Eric Berry
leads the way on defense, but the putrid offense that
finished close to dead last in the nation last season doesn’t
look to be much better. Quarterbacks Nick Stephens
and Jonathan Crompton return, but with their seeming
inability to complete a forward pass, the running game,
namely freshman Bryce Brown, will have to carry the
load.

7

8
RANKINGS ● 12C

The Department of Physical Ed. and Athletic Training have what you are looking for!
We offer courses ranging from CPR and Lifeguard Training to Scuba and Salsa. You can earn one
academic credit while having fun, being physically active and learning or improving physical
skills. See the following Web page for more information:

http://registrar.sc.edu/html/Course_Listings/Columbia/200941/PEDU200941.htm

If you want to join a fast-paced
dedicated team of sports fans &
getting into games
all year
Contact Chris Cox, fall sports editor
dailygamecocksports@gmail.com
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Summer proves busy for USC
1

Baseball falls in NCAA regional;
Georgia proves too much
to handle for women’s tennis

2

James Kratch

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

For t he USC at h letes t hat st uck
k
around and competed after the end of
classes last semester, the summer of 2009
9
was defi ned by oh-so-close brushes with
th
national prominence.

5

1.Baseball
When school let out for the summer,
Ca rol i n a ba seba l l wa s red hot a nd
beginning to look like a team that could
seriously entertain dreams of Omaha and
the College World Series. Unfortunately,
the bullpen woes of the early season
resurfaced near the end.
First, it was reliever Michael Roth’s
n i nt h-i n n i ng bases-loaded wa l k of
Va nderbi lt sen ior Jonat ha n W h ite
Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
in the top of the ninth of Carolina’s
second game in the SEC Tournament
Baseball used a late-season run to
in Hoover, Alabama. The walk brought
qualify for the NCAA regionals before
in the eventual winning run for the
falling to East Carolina in a three-game
Commodores, sending the Gamecocks
series.
to a 5-4 loss and a 4-1 elimination game
loss to eventual national champion LSU
the next day.
A lthough their dreams of hosting
a NCA A regional were dashed, the
Gamecocks drew the second seed in the Greenville,
Greenville N.C.
NC
regional, and were declared the consensus favorite over the host East Carolina Pirates
by fans and the media alike. And for a while, it appeared the script would hold.
The Gamecocks steamrolled George Mason 11-3 in the regional opener, and
followed that up with another dominating offensive performance, crushing ECU 12-2,
putting themselves one win away from the Super Regionals with two games to get
the job done against the Pirates, who bounced back in their elimination game against
Carolina Track had a successful summer as well, as sophomore Johnny Dutch
Binghamton.
finished second in the 400-meter dash at the USA Outdoor Track and Field
ECU responded well to the stakes, winning 8-6 in the second game between the two Championships in Eugene, Oregon, earning himself a berth in the field for the IAAF
teams to force a one-game playoff for the regional title. All appeared well early on for World Championships, to be held this coming week in Berlin.
Carolina, as the Gamecocks grabbed an early 6-0 lead. However, ECU kept chipping
The program also was acknowledged for its success in the classroom over break,
away and entered their half of the ninth inning only down 9-6. After two walks to start as the men’s team was named the United State Track & Field and Cross Country
the inning, Pirate Devin Harris launched a shot over the fence to tie the game at 9.
Association Scholar Team of the Year, and the program overall was ranked No. 5 in the
USC escaped the inning without further damage, and after failing to score in the top nation academically, with 19 athletes being named to All-Academic teams.
of the 10th, the bullpen woes reentered the fray. With the winning run on second with
two outs, Harris walked to the plate again. Carolina coach Ray Tanner brought in his
ace, Sam Dyson, solely to face Harris, but it was to no avail, as Harris lined a single to
center, to end USC’s season with a 10-9 loss.

4

3.Track

4.Golf

2.Tennis
The team to go the farthest over break was the women’s tennis team. USC opened
up the tournament in dominating fashion in May at the Knoxville Regional, shutting
out Wake Forest in the first round 4-0 before advancing to the round of 16 with a 4-3
defeat of host Tennessee.
Carolina kept about their winning ways when they arrived in College Station, Texas,
for the second part of the tournament, blowing by Washington 4-0 to put themselves
three matches shy of a national title.
However, USC wasn’t able to clear the next hurdle in front of them — No. 2
Georgia. The Gamecocks gave UGA all they could handle in a five-hour thriller, but
the Bulldogs ultimately were able to pull away 4-3 and move on to the Final Four.
For the men’s tennis program, junior Diego Cubas secured the lone victory at the
NCAAs, advancing to the round of 32 by knocking off No. 4 ranked Denes Lukacs of
Baylor in three sets, 2-6, 6-4, 6-4. However, the season for Cubas and the Gamecocks
would end the next day, as the junior fell in the second round to Jay Weinacker of
North Carolina State 6-7, 4-6.

Sophomore Wesley Bryan made waves on the golf course, advancing all the way to
the quarterfi nals of the U.S. Amateur Public Links Championship and playing even
with top seed Nick Taylor of Washington before losing in match play to Taylor 2 and 1.
The Publinks, as it is often called, is the national amateur tournament for all golfers
who play public courses. All qualifiers play two rounds of stroke play, with the top 64
moving onto match play. The winner is declared the national public amateur champion
and is traditionally awarded an exemption into the Masters field the next spring.
In the women’s Publinks, sophomore Katie Burnett and senior Taylor Barrett both
bowed out in the second round of match play.

5.Basketball
Lastly, one close call did go USC’s way in the summer. After weeks of speculation
and many reports suggesting the opposite, rising senior guard Devan Downey and
forward Dominique Archie chose to withdraw from the NBA Draft and return to
school, giving men’s basketball coach Darrin Horn four of five returning starters as the
Gamecocks look to build on last year’s 21-10 record.

Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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‘Master Plan’ sets standard
for future of USC athletics
Williams-Brice upgrades show
beginning of large-scale facelift
Morgan Henley

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Gamecock football experience is
getting a facelift. The new baseball stadium
was just t he beginning to a long series
of improvements, dubbed by the athletic
department as the “Master Plan.” Funded
through the university, Gamecock Nation
and other fundraising, the majority of the
plan should be complete in the next two to
three years, according to the plan.
Already completed at the Williams-Brice
Stadium is the new Champions Club, an
indoor seating area for the highest members
of the Gamecock Club. The locker rooms
were also redone to improve circulation for
the players and a hologram in the lobby
will simulate the action of a real game day
entrance to Williams-Brice.
Athletic Director Eric Hyman said he
got an e-mail for a recruiting coordinator
say i ng what a d ra mat ic i mpact
t h e i m p r o v e m e nt s h a d o n
recruiting this year.
“A c c o r d i n g t o

[Director of High School Relations] Robbie
Liles, who’s been here for 10 years, he says
this is the best start we’ve ever had in the
10 years,” Hyman said. “He’s been here
and he says part of it is the presentation
and part of it is the physical commitment
people can see now that we’re trying to do
things at the level we want to have. I think
that the impact has been dramatic.”
The new additions to the stadium are also
being accompanied by a complete overhaul
of t he Roost a rea. Set to be complete
in 2010, the Dodie A nderson Academic
Enrichment Center is a building created
as a place for student athletes to study, eat
and relax. It is located across from Stone
Stadium on Heyward Street.
In the same area there will be new tennis
courts, a coaches’ support building and
a park i ng garage. These project s have
already gotten approval and w ill begin
construction after the remaining buildings
still surrounding the Roost are demolished.
“I n t he nea r f ut u re you w il l see t he
buildings demolished,” Hyman said. “You
will see the
b u i ld i n g t h at ’s
b e e n
condem ned go,
Sarge Frye field
will go, the
Sports Media
and cafeteria will
g o . Yo u w i l l s e e a hu g e

transition in the next 12 months.”
There were a lso sig n if ica nt cha nges
to t he St ate Fa i rg rou nds su r rou nd i ng
t he football stadium. The park ing was
completely redone wit h grass and trees
a dd e d t o a r e a . A lt ho u g h t he c h a n g e
decreases the number of parking spaces, the
grass will provide for better irrigation that
is more environmentally sustainable than
it was previously. Although the university
does not own this property, it does hold a
contract with the Fairgrounds until next
year.
Hyman said that with the economy in
such t u r moil, now was a good t ime to
move ahead with the large-scale projects
included in the “Master Plan.”
“The silver lining to all of this is that
if you’re luck y enough to get a project
out into the market place,” Hyman said.
“Because the economy is so slow the bids
that are coming back are 20 to 25 percent
lower t han you ant icipated. The Dodie
[Academic Center] came back less. That’s
why we wanted to get our coaches’ support
building, our parking garage and the tennis
court in the pipeline because we plan on
getting them for substantially less than
what we expected them to be initially.”

Courtesy of USC Athletic Media Relations

Courtesy of USC Athletic Media Relations

The latest draft of the ‘Master Plan’ would include a coaches
support facility, a parking garage and a tennis facility.

The Garage and Maintenance
Facility on Heyward Street
would cost $8.2M.

Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockopinions@
sc.edu

Courtesy of USC Athletic Media Relations

A new tennis facility, including 12, courts, would replace the old
Sarge Frye Field in the Roost area.

Courtesy of USC Athletic Media Relations

Funding for the Coaches Support Building would require $19M in
athletic revenue bonds.

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The $13M Dodie Academic Enrichment Center, a gift from
Dolores F. Anderson, is set for a fall 2009 opening.

David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Parking at the S.C. State Fairgrounds was completely overhauled to
become more environmentally sustainable.

Keith Black / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Ticketing system enters sophomore year,
prepares to fix past problems
Michael Ulmer
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CLAIM PERIOD
BEGINS

CLAIM PERIOD
ENDS

ON DEMAND
PHASE

SAT, SEPT 19

FAU

SEPT 13-14

SEPT 15

SEPT 16

SEPT 17-19

SAT, SEPT 24

OLE MISS

SEPT 18-19

SEPT 20

SEPT 21

SEPT 22-24

THURS, OCT 3

SC STATE

SEPT 27-28

SEPT 29

SEPT 30

OCT 1-3

SAT, OCT 10

KENTUCKY

OCT 4-5

OCT 6

OCT 7

OCT 8-10

SAT, OCT 24
(HOMECOMING)

VANDERBILT

OCT 18-19

OCT 20

OCT 21

OCT 27-24

SAT, NOV 14

FLORIDA

NOV 8-9

NOV 10

NOV 11

NOV 12-14

SAT, NOV 28

CLEMSON

NOV 22-23

NOV 24

NOV 25

NOV 26-28
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TicketReturn.com will be coming back this year as students
will again be using the online system to pick up tickets for
football games. The system was initiated last year by Student
Government after years of complaints about the old system.
TicketReturn, although not immune to complaints, has
helped to cut out the long lines and skipped classes that camping
out for tickets caused in years past.
Student Body Vice President Alex Stroman made a major
push for the change to TicketReturn last year as a senator in
Student Government.
One of the key problems with the system before TicketReturn
was students would get tickets to a game, but not show up.
According to Stroman, the loyalty points system set up in
TicketReturn helps to alleviate that problem.
“In the past, students would request tickets to games even
when they knew they would not be around, and other people
wanted those tickets,” Stroman said. “With the loyalty system,
if you’re someone who has been to every game, you’re going to
get a ticket.”
Before TicketReturn, students would usually wait three or
more hours in line to get their tickets — often missing class in
the process.
Mark Thomas, a second-year math student, said while he
didn’t experience camping out for tickets as a freshman last year,
he is glad he won’t have to deal with long lines now.
“I’ve heard the stories of lines backed up to LeConte College
days in advance for tickets,” Thomas said. “It seems fun, and I
love college football as much as anyone, but I like being only a
few clicks away from a potential ticket, not five days in a tent out
on Greene Street.”
Kirk Broome, a third-year business student, also supports the
new system.
“I liked it a lot better because it made it more convenient to

be able to just print off your ticket from home,” Broome said.
“I love the idea of loyalty points too. It’s a great incentive to get
people to want to build up points for tickets to bigger games.”
Not all students back the system however. Ronak Patel, a
third-year pharmacy student, said he was really disappointed
with the system last year because he missed out on too many
games.
“There were some good games that I missed just because I
went on the Web site late,” Patel said. “A better idea would be
instead of emailing us that tickets are now online if they could
text message us. That would be much better.”
TicketReturn has brought an increase in student ticket
requests as well. Student capacity at football games has actually
increased from 75 percent two years ago to around 95 percent
last year. With this increase in capacity the athletic department
has decided to increase student ticket allotment by 1,000 this

year, Stroman said.
“If we continue to increase student capacity that should open
up the possibility that students could get even more the next
year,” Stroman said.
Also, students may be getting seats at baseball games.
Stroman said new box seats will be available this coming season,
which will partially replace the Bi-Lo Berm, the hill situated in
right field where students sat last season.
Steve Fink, media relations director for the Athletic
Department, said that it would be premature to comment on the
situation right now, but confirmed that they have been in talks.
“There are on going discussions,” Fink said. “Nothing has
been finalized at this point, however.”
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Team takes three titles
Intramural squad CIV ENS wins
championships in indoor soccer,
sand volleyball, indoor volleyball
Michael Finnegan

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

“Not now Chief, I am in the Zone.”
Those were the words written on the
back on the 2008-2009 Intramural Sports
championship shirts given to the team
CIV ENS.
CIV ENS ended up with a 21-2 record
a nd won t he cha mpionsh ip i n ever y
sport they participated in. The only two
losses came when the team was shorthanded during an indoor soccer game
and a volleyball forfeit because they had a
playoff soccer game at the same time.
The core of the team — JD Moon, Nate
Spurrier, Dylan Gallagher and Daniel
Upchurch — won the championships for
indoor soccer, sand volleyball and indoor
volleyball. Dylan Gallagher, the captain
said the name speaks for itself on how the
team formed.
“We are all civil engineering majors.
We all had class together,” Gallagher said.
“This was our second season together. We
started together last spring as an outdoor
soccer team.”
The main purpose of the team was a
way for the guys to unwind after a tough
week and get away from the books, even if
it was just for an hour.
“We were out t here mainly to have
fun,” Gallagher said. “It was a way to take
our minds off of school. It didn’t cost that
much to go out with your friends and play
various sports.”
But t hat didn’t mean t hat t he team
wasn’t happy to win too. Their reign began
when they dominated the competition in
sand volleyball, cruising through a rainy
tournament without losing a set.
Indoor soccer went almost the same
way. CIV ENS cruised into the indoor

soccer championship game and easily
claimed their second championship.
However, t heir t hird championship
would be the hardest. They had to come
st ra ight f rom soccer upst a i rs to t he
volleyball courts and play the No. 1 seed
“Come On.”
This game was the toughest of the three
championship games, going to three sets,
each set very closely contested.
“Winning back-to-back championships
was tough. We worked hard and made
sure we had the work done before hand.
It felt great to win,” Gallagher said.
“We were a little tired. It was a boost to
win, but it was fun to get some exercise
and get away from the books.”
Before this season, no one on the team
had played competitive volleyball before.
They had only played for fun with friends.
The team chose to play volleyball over the
other fall sports.
“Ever yone on t he team is at hlet ic,”
Gallagher said. “We felt we could transfer
anything to volleyball. Most of us are
taller.”
The spring season was not as successful
for CIV ENS, as they made the move up
to Gold League for outdoor soccer. CIV
ENS didn’t win, but had a successf ul
season and was not upset over the loss.
“We liked Gold League,” Gallagher
s a id . “ We wou ld r at he r h a v e g o o d
competition and lose than win in a lesser
league.
The dynast y of CI V ENS was short
lived, as all four members graduated and
the team will no longer exist.
Now, some ot her teams have some
chances to cash in and win the coveted
Intramural Sports Championships.
If interested in signing up for intramural
sports, go to their Web site, campusrec.
sc.edu/intramurals or go see them on
the second floor of the Strom Thurmond
Wellness & Fitness Center.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocksportspage@sc.edu

Courtesy of Michael Finnegan

Courtesy of Michael Finnegan

The USC Postal Service would like to wish all of our
New Students a Warm Carolina Welcome and to all of
our returning students a Hearty Welcome Back!
The Postal Service is here to provide you with a friendly and reliable service
while meeting all of your shipping needs. Our Student Mail Center is located in
the basement of the Russell House and is the central location for mailboxes
assigned to students residing on campus.

USC

August 14th PO Box Combinations on VIP
August 14-16th Mail Center Open for parcel pickup
Courtesy of Michael Finnegan

For additional information and helpful hints please see

www.postalservice.sc.edu

RANKINGS ● Continued from 4C

AUBURN

9 10

T he r a n k i n g s e e m s a t a d lo w
f o r a n i mp r e s s i v e p r o g r a m l i k e
Auburn, but when you hire a coach
w it h a 5-19 overa l l record at h is
s t o p , w h at e l s e d o y o u e x p e c t ?
K eep i n m i nd t h at t wo of t ho se
wins came against college football
p ower s S out h Da kot a St at e a nd
Kent St ate. The i nept of fense of
2008 doesn’t look to be very much
i mp r o v e d , a nd t he T ig e r s s e e m
average on defense. But hey, look
at the bright side, Auburn’s coach’s
ride around in limos. That’s prett y
cool, right?

KENTUCKY
In case you haven’t noticed, Coach
Rich Brooks has turned one of the
laughing stocks of the conference into
one of its most consistent teams. The
Wildcats have won three consecutive
bowl games for the first time in its
history and are looking to get back into
the postseason again in 2009. They’ll
have to get better quarterback play than
they did a season ago, and the Daily
Gamecock isn’t so sure that incumbent
starter Mike Hartline is the answer.
The key to getting back to a bowl will
be finally beating the Gamecocks —
something Big Blue hasn’t done in a
decade.

11

MISSISSIPPI STATE
Bulldog fans don’t need more
cowbell — they have plent y of
that — but what they do need is
an offense. The 1930’s running
game of former coach Sylvester
C r o o m i s o u t t he d o o r, a nd
t he spread of fen se of for mer
Flor ida of fensive coord i nator
Dan Mullen is in. The question
i s w he t he r C r o o m’s r e c r u it s
will be able to pull off the high
oct a ne of fense i n yea r one.
Don’t bet on it.

VANDERBILT
D.J. Moore , oh D.J. Moore, where have
you gone? The Commodore’s star t woway player has depar ted for t he N F L ,
a nd Va ndy c a n’t be too plea sed about
it. If you’ve heard of probable start ing
quarterback Larry Smith , come up to the
Daily Gamecock newsroom and earn your
prize, because we certainly haven’t heard
of him. If Spurrier’s Gamecocks can’t beat
Vanderbilt this year, the field should be
dug up and a race track should be put in
its place.

12
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

FREE DAILY
DELIVERY
SANDWICHES
SOUPS SALADS
BAGELS
COFFEE DRINKS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

FREE DELIVERY 799.6676

945 SUMTER STREET

MON-FRI 7AM-6PM SAT & SUN 8AM-3PM

LOCATED AT THE END OF THE HORSESHOE
CORNER OF SUMTER & PENDLETON

www.carolinacafeandcatering.com

you’ll know if du
you check
e
.
out
c
s
c
c. when
Things

ampusre
how
to join the roller hockey
club and other Sport
Clubs

what
your Fitness
opportunities are and
how to get a group
exercise pass

has weekly
adventures

who
is on the Intramural Sports
wall-of-fame

where
the Aquatics facilities are

and when they are open

Ready
to

Get

Outdoor Rec

wed.

aug 19
3-6 pm on Blatt
PEC fields

See what Campus Recreation has to offer! Learn about our facilities, our programs, and
our services, watch some demos, play some games, win some prizes, enjoy some
refreshments, and meet our staff!
Solomon Blatt Physical Education Center
803.777.5261
Strom Thurmond Wellness & Fitness Center
803.576.9375
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Tips for new Gamecocks
A comprehensive guide to gameday festivities,
Carolina traditions for next generation of sports fans
Corbin Ensminger

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

So, you’re a new student here at the University of South Carolina, and you’re probably
excited about football games. Football is the biggest thing in Columbia, as it is in all of the
south. Undoubtedly, many of you are from out of state and may not be long-time Gamecock
fans.
It takes a strong person to support the Gamecocks, as we endure much more suffering
than your average fan. I’m going to give some tips on how to be a good fan.

Pre-game
Prior to every season, tell everyone you know that this is the year Carolina will win the
SEC. Despite not having much success at winning championships, we’re always optimistic
this is our year.
If you have any orange clothes, get rid of them. You never want to be caught wearing
orange around campus.

Gameday
When it comes to game day, show up early! Saturdays exists for college football. Get up
early and tailgate. The earlier the better. There are several great places for tailgating, and it’s
a major event. It’s almost as big a deal as the game itself.
One of the most exciting things about the football games is the entrance. When the lights
dim and the music starts, you’ll probably recognize the tune immediately. Also Sprach
Zarathustra , or as it’s more commonly known, 2001, is Carolina’s entrance song. This
tradition was started by former head Coach Joe Morrision. It has frequently been voted the
most exciting entrance in college sports. During the entrance, stand up, yell and just go
crazy. Which brings me to my next tip. No matter how many times you see it, you should
always be surprised when Cocky appears out of the box.

Cheering
Don’t be afraid to participate in the cheers. Look at your hand. Now close all your fingers
except the thumb and pinkie, forming a spur. This is the sign we use in all of the cheers.
Also, be prepared to lose your voice after the games. In the student section, you stand the
entire time and scream every defensive down. Periodically during the game, the fans will
break out into the famous Gamecocks chant. One side of the stadium yells Game, and the
other side responds by yelling cocks. Don’t worry, everyone does it, creating an amazing
scene.

Lifestyle
Finally, being a South Carolina fan isn’t just about football season. It’s something that
affects you every day of the year. In this state you’re identified by either being a Clemson or
Carolina fan. Since you’re reading this, let me congratulate you for making the right choice.
I hope that this gives you an idea of what being a Carolina fan is all about. Hopefully your
first year here will be our first as SEC champions. What am I saying, of course it will be.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Pitino doesn’t deserve to lose job, legacy
Legendary coach still
among most successful
in collegiate basketball
It would be incredibly easy to write
a column about how Louisville head
basketball coach Rick Pitino should be
fi red in response to the sordid scandal
that has broken out with him smack
dab in the middle. Anytime abortion,
extortion, hush money and adultery are
main components of a story, the simplest
thing to do would be to wash your hands
of it and move on.
That being said, Pitino doesn’t deserve
to lose his job, nor will he.
Reason nu mber one, of cou rse, is
the fact that he wins. Winning is the
magic elixir in every level of sport, from
recreat ional leag ues to professional
leag ues. Winning makes ever y t hing
fun, makes any negative a positive.
Pit ino has done a lot of w in n ing,
especia l ly si nce he showed up i n
Louisville. 553-191 in his career, Pitino
has gone 200-72 since taking over the
Cardinals in 2001. At age 56, there’s no
reason not to think he has a legitimate
shot at becoming the all-time winningest
coach in the history of men’s collegiate
basketball. He’ll have that shot as long
as he’s at UL, considering in less than a
decade he’s built the program from bit
player to national power. Pitino hasn’t
captured a national title at Louisville, at
least not yet, but he has had remarkable
success, with six NCA A tournament
bids, three trips to the round of eight,
one Final Four appearance and, this past
season, the number one overall seed in
the entire field.
Also, for all the critics that say Pitino’s
leadership is compromised, that he can
never go into a living room again and
legitimately promise Mom and Dad that

he’ll take care of their son, that doesn’t
fly either.
C o l l e g e b a s k e t b a l l i s n’t a b o u t
leadership and nurturing boys into men
anymore. College basketball is about
making money, getting players ready for
the National Basketball Association and
making more money. So what if Pitino
had an affair — even an extremely messy
and outrageous one? Does the fact that
he cheated on his wife mean he’s no
longer capable of coaching
defense? Does it mean he no
longer has the wherewithal
to make guys ready to play
in the NBA? Does it mean
he no longer has the ability
of coaching a bunch of guys
that, at most, will spend two
JAMES
yea rs i n school a nd t hen
KRATCH
jump to the next level?
Second-year
Absolutely not. Recruits
English
are still going to f lock to
student
Slick Rick, because he will
ma ke t hem i nto bet ter
players. Fans and boosters
a re st il l goi ng to st uf f t he cof fers,
because he will win, and win big, for the
foreseeable future.
A r e P i t i n o ’s a c t i o n s j u s t i f i e d ?
Absolutely not. Does he face a tough
road ahead? Most defi nitely.
Every gymnasium he enters on the
road, every time he goes on the Internet,
each night when he goes home and (most
likely) sleeps on the couch, he’s going to
be reminded of it.
Ho w e v e r, t h at d o e s n’t m e a n h e
shouldn’t still have his job in the end.
A n angel he’s not, but at t he end of
t he day t he man wins and he makes
his players better, and that’s all today’s
college basketball landscape is about.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu

WWW.DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Gary Jones / Associated Press

Pitino admitted to having sex with Karen Sypher at a Louisville restaurant six years ago.

09.04.09
College Colors Day
th
is September 4
Wear your Gamecock Colors!
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Top prospects in USC’s 200910 lineup; Carolina’s best
chances to win SEC East
Cameron Widerman
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

After a 7-6 record in 2008, the
Gamecocks will need contributions
from everyone who sees the field to
compete with the likes of Florida,
A labama and Georgia. Carolina
lost several great players to the
NFL draft who need to be replaced.
Several other players could fi nally

Ben Fine / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

live up to the huge hype
t hey brought to campus.
And of course, many faces
return to a team looking to
win the SEC East. Here
are the Ten Gamecocks
you should keep an eye
on in 2009.

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

3. Offensive Line

Simply cannot leave t wo-t ime f irst team A ll SEC
performer off the list. The statistics speak for themselves:
174 tackles, 43 tackles for loss (S. Carolina record), and
22 sacks. Norwood’s leadership, versatility, and superior
instincts make him one of the most valuable players in the
country. Hands down the best player on the team.

Over the past few seasons, the offensive line has been
heavily criticized for its poor play. Uncertainty looms as
nearly every spot is up for grabs. The talent has been there,
but the line continues to struggle. Spurrier decided a change
needed to be made and brought in new offensive line coach
Eric Wolford. “You have to believe we’ll improve because we
weren’t very good last year,” Coach Spurrier said, “We just
got beat up a little and guys didn’t block very well. Hopefully
we’ll be better.” The line will have to be better in order to
compete in the SEC East.

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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This big man will have some big shoes to fill at the tightend position. Weslye Saunders takes over for Jared Cook ,
who was drafted in the late third round by the Tennessee
Titans. Saunders only accounted for 214 yards on offense,
but was second on the team with three touchdowns. The 6-5,
280 pound tight end will make Garcia’s life a whole lot easier.
A big target with sure hands is exactly what a sometimesinaccurate quarterback needs.

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

8. WR Moe Brown, Senior
Moe Brown will have the near impossible task of fi lling
in for all-time leading receiver Kenny McKinley. Brown
does have one skill his former teammate lacked: blazing
speed. The combination of Stephen Garcia’s strong arm
and Brown’s speed could make for some exciting plays
and keep the defensive backs from creeping up to the
line.

1. QB Stephen Garcia,
Sophomore
The list could really just start and end here. If Garcia
plays like he did against Iowa, the team will
be in trouble. His natural abilities are
many, but he must spend some more time
studying the game. There were too
many times where the quarterback
would tuck it and run. And of course the
interceptions were killer. Spurrier has
been critical of Garcia, but hopes he
turns it around this season. “If we’re to
have a big year, he’s got to really, really
play well. He’s got to play a lot better
than what happened last year.” With no
one else looking over his shoulder, it’s his
show now. Time to shine Stephen.

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

2. LB Eric Norwood, Senior

5. TE Weslye Saunders,
Junior
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4. CB Stephon Gilmore,
Freshman
The phenom might be the second most important player
on this list to Garcia. Will come in and start right away at
cornerback. Look for him to spend some time on offense as
well at QB. Spurrier must be drooling over the possibility of
playing Gilmore in some “Wild Cock” sets and trick plays.
Coach Spurrier said Gilmore is a “wonderful athlete,” and
“really something with the ball in his hands.” No doubt his
impact will be felt immediately on both sides of the ball.

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

6. TB Brian Maddox, Junior

7. DE Cliff Matthews, Junior

Brian Maddox should fi nally get his chance to shine in
2009. Maddox, listed as the starting running back after
spring practices, will be competing for carries with Eric
Baker, Kenny Miles , and Jarvis Giles. Whether Maddox
ultimately gets the starting nod or not, he surely will see
the field a lot. Maddox’s versatility with the ball in his hands
will come in handy and gives him a slight advantage over the
competition.

There won’t be many teams with a better front seven
than what the Gamecocks will put on the field this season.
Defensive end and captain Cliff Matthews will lead the team
on and off the field. Matthews had a tremendous spring
where he was awarded the Weight Room Effort Award as
well as the Joe Morrison Award, given to the top defensive
player. Very talented player with great hustle will without a
doubt make a lot of plays. Will also see time at tight-end with
Saunders.

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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9. FS/ KR Chris Culliver,
Junior
Culliver has only started 12 games on defense in his career,
but will be one of the more experienced defensive backs.
After a solid 2008 season with 60 tackles, three INTs, three
pass breakups and two forced fumbles, look for the senior
playmaker to continue to make things happen. He will no
longer be in Emanuel Cook’s shadow either.

10. Cliff Geathers, Junior
The “other Clifton” could have a huge breakout season. With
teams double-teaming Eric Norwood or Matthews, the 6-8 282
pound Geathers should be a force. Size, arm length and incredible
athleticism will give offensive lineman fits when going one-onone with the junior . On media day, Spurrier said, “He looks
completely different from when he got here three years ago. He
really looks like a big time defensive end. He’s playing hard and
playing tough.”

Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

DEADLINE

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Help Wanted

Services

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
WELCOME BANQUET
Friday, August 28th, 6:30PM,
First Presbyterian Family Life Center
Bull St. @ Washington St.
Good food, entertainment. door prizes.
Meet new friends. ifmusa.org or call

Telecounseling Positions Available
The Office of Undergraduate Admissions
is looking for enthusiastic, dedicated students to assist with recruitment this year
by calling prospective students, admitted
students and their parents. Applicants
should possess strong communication
skills, enthusiasm for USC, good work
ethic, professionalism and basic computer and telephone skills. Students are
required to work a minimum
of
2/nights/wk during the hours of 5-9pm.
Monday-Thursday throughout the school
year, except on University holidays.
$7.50/hr to start. Training begins September 7th. Applications are available
in the Office of Undergraduate Admissions located on the Horseshoe in
Lieber College. Application deadline:
August 26th at 5PM. For more information, please call Alex Fippinger at
777-0394.

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?

799-3452

Apartments
COLUMBIA AVENUE - LG 2BR 1BA
with stove, ref, heat & air, carpet $525.
Sec dep, refs. Call 238-6916

EFFICIENCY
Preston St 1 mile to USC new kitchen
$395 318-0729
Efficiency at Park Circle walking distance to USC $475mo. Call 608-0284

RENT FOR LESS!
GENTLE PINES APARTMENTS
2BR 1BA CH&AC Appl. Inc. $465/mo
1/2 off 1st month with Ad 791-0828
www.moyecompanyllc.com

Roommates
Brand new upscale house, besides Best
Buy on 378. $450/mo for 1BR
lf_david@hotmail.com

Housing-Rent
Furn 2BR 1BA Townhouse 5 blks from USC w/d incld $750/mo
4BR 2BA house in Forest Acres French doors leading onto deck fenced
backyard. Pets ok 10 min from USC
$1200/mo
To view call Carla @ 730-2576
2BR 2BA CONDO - Minutes from USC
fp screen prch ovrlkg woods lndry rm w/
w/d kit w/fridge. Harbison Blvd across
from Lowes. inclds all amenities of Rec
Ctr. $795. Call Joe @ 781-0341 or
238-7399.
Extra Lovely Duplex avail NOW 3 ex lg
BR 2BA AC w/d. Great for grad stds or
faculty $850/mo+ dep 116 Woodrow St.
#A Close to USC. Call 546-8388.
2BR 1.5BA duplex all appl furn. $750
3BR 2.5BA house all appl furn $975
Available now. 799-0123
3BR 1BA near USC gib backyard new
kitchen & BA w/d incld $1200. 413-3297

4BR - SHANDON
WASHER & DRYER $1295
USC 1 MILE
318-0729
Rooms for Rent - Lg Spacious
walking distance to Midlands Tech
$335/mo. Call 463-5129
House Sitting - Single/Med School Faculty Surgeon (50’s) desires furn house
apt condo for 1-2 yrs sitting. Will coniser
lease. Non-smoker no pets. Respond to
PO Box 651 Cola, SC 29202
4BR on Campus. Greene St. Don’t
Miss! Located on main fl. Lg rooms
2/hdwd & tile fls. $1200. 917-4545
BEDROOM FOR RENT- Moss Creek
Cayce - 10 min to USC All amenities n/s
n/d $495+dep. Call 429-8603
Condo for Rent - Pool dog friendly
(5PtS/USC/SHANDON)) 2BR 1.5BA
King St. remodeled, hd we fls, all appl
incld w/d $1100. Call 238-2999.
Spacious 2BR 2BA Riverfront Condo
w/open fl plan. gated comm., close to
the dwntwn & interstate. Fully furn &
equipped w/ util $1100/mo unfurn no util
$900/mo 843-384-0565
Rosewood area duplex near Publix.
3011 Prentice 2BR 1BA stove/ref provided w/d conn $535/mo. 920-9981.
OLYMPIA AREA - 604 Kentucky St..
Renovated, clean 3BR 2BA house. W/D
hkups fridge stove deck $875/mo. Call
Bob 609-4897.
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
Huger St. Duplex - 2BR 1BA spacious
CH&A w/d conn. $580
Hampton Hills 1BR 1BA pool/laundry $500/mo 2BR
1BA new carpet $560/mo. 463-5129.
333 S. Woodside Pkwy W. Cola
3/2 Close to USC right of I-26 like new
landscaped yd many extras $1,000/mo
no pets. Call 791-9958
WALK TO USC ALL ON GREENE ST.
Rooms for Rent - & Apts 1, 3 & 4 BR
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com
CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA min
from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $850.Avail now!
Call Matt 730-3980
MURPHY PROPERTY W. COLA AREA
1034 N Avenue- 4BR 3BA CH&A hdwd
fls & many extras near USC $1100.00
Call 791-9958

For Sale
MATTRESS SETS
YOU CAN NOT FIND A BETTER DEAL
Brand new still in plastic. Full & Queen
start @ $140. Clearing warehouse. Don’t
go to a store! Call Mark @ 238-6288.
Compact Kenmore refrig - used 2yr like
new larger size 6 cu ft 4150. jAlso
smaller ref for $25. Call 386-1417.

MATTRESS SETS FOR SALE
All sizes in stock great prices.
$50-60% off retail. Call 739-1603

Parking
Reserved Parking Spaces - Pickens
@ Blossom $280/semester. 799-3452

Help Wanted
Currently seeking help for clinic research
related projects. $10/hr 20/hrs/wk. Excellent communication & basic computer
skills, capability to work independently
without supervision. Native English
speaking. Please send resume with
class schedule & transcript to
feilresearch@gmail.com
CPA firm in Forest Acres need student
for permanent PT position. Great opportunity for accounting/business major to
learn about working in a professional environment. Please send resume and
class schedule to
nunnerycpa@mindspring.com or fax
to 787-9453.
Answering Service Operators FT/PT Tuition assistance & above
average pay. 744-8700.

FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
HORSE BOARDING - Boarding at
eventing & dressage barn in Blythewood. Arena w/mirrors &2 jump fields. 8
stall barn w/mats. Call Holly 518-1424.

Work Study
Opportunities
$9/HR! Word-Study Office Assistants
SC Vocational Rehabilitation Dept. near
Airport. Must have financial aid award.
Duties: Filing & organizing, data entry,
reception & operating various office
equipment. Must be proficient in Excel
and MS Word. Please call Cathy Smith
@ 896-6553 for interview. EOE

The Office Student Media
Now hiring a newspaper auditor.
5-7/hrs/wk. Work hours are anytime after 4:30pm Job entails
counting leftover newspapers
2-3/days/wk. Opportunity
for more hours is available.
Please come to the
Russell House Room 343
to fill out an application. Deadline will be August 25th. Email
sarahs@maibox.sc.edu
with questions.
Lifeguard’s wanted for indoor swimming
pool at Harbison Recreation Center.
Must hold current certifications. All shifts
available. Please email resume to
dcartee@harbisoncommunity.com or
call @ 781-2281 if interested.
PT/NO NIGHTS OR WEEKEND
Duties include pulling hardware orders
and door shop assembly using power
tools. Heavy lifting required. Job site is
located 5 blocks from business school.
Call 256-1646 for appointment to fill
out application.
Fridays 8:30-3pm Sep & Oct. OutdoorBeverage Stand Attendant $50/day +
sales commission. Call 730-4730

We have the best job on campus!!
Make $8.25 per hour!! Build your
resume, earn great bonuses, and
show your Gamecock Pride!!
More info? Want to come to an
interview session?
Apply Online:
Sc.TheCallingCenter.com Questions? e-mail Jake @
James.Strang@ruffalocody.com
or call 777-4705

Help Wanted
Child Care
Reliable tutor/sitter w/tranp for 2nd
grader. Need p/u Tues Wed & Thur 3:30
til 6:30 in Irmo w/potential for more hrs
based on availability. Homework fun activities and light cleaning duties as related to child’s chores Ed maj. Great
compensation & auto allowance. Must
pass a credit & criminal check. Send resume to kdouglas4@sc.rr.com
THE BEST JOB U EVER HAD! Really
you can talk to our last sitter. Need
someone to help with my chid in the afternoons 2:30-5:15. We have a lot of
fun & the $$ is good. Call 513-3467.

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
Tri-City & Lexington Leisure Center
seeking fun, enthusiastic and responsible After School counselors to work M-F
2-6pm. No nights/ No weekends. Call
Will at 939-9309 or Justin @ 957-7828.

Help Wanted
Instructors
Carolina Gymnastics is looking for Instructors. Must enjoy working with kids.
Please call Tiffany at 788-2808
LIFEGUARDS - needed to work in exciting indoor aquatic rehab facility in W.
Cola. Learn to work with people with
physical disabilities! Must have certification or experience as lifeguard (we can
certify if expired). Flexible hours, friendly
staff, starting rate $12.11/hr. Submit
completed SC state government job application to
SCVRD Muscular Development Ctr.
1410 Boston Ave W. Cola, SC 29170
or fax 896-6087.
To obtain application:
http://www.ohr.sc.gove/OHR/StateApplication.pdf. For more info
call Tim Baier 896-6055 EOE

Help Wanted
Restaurants
TEAPOT CHINESE RESTAURANT
Now hiring cashiers & delivery drivers.
Good Tips! Flexible hrs. 920-4975

TOMBO GRILLE
Now hiring experienced wait staff,
host/hostess.. Apply in person from
3pm-5pm. 4517 Forest Drive.
CALIFORNIA CHICKEN GRILL
Now Hiring apply in person
701 Gervias St. Suite 110.

LOOKING FOR A
GREAT JOB
NOW HIRING FOR ALL POSITIONS

Must be motivated, self disciplined with
good GPA. Servers up to $15-$25/hr.
Apply online mw@miyos.com or

stop by restuarant on Main St
and drop off resume.

Major credit cards accepted

Interested students may start the application process by emailing
* Sarah
Scarborough at sarahs@mailbox.sc.edu.

